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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume =VI No. 259
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Congressioaal
conferees today killed a proposal aimed at
prohibiting the busing of school children in
the interest of fuel conservation.
By a 3-2 vote, House members of the con-
ference committee considering a com-
prehensive energy bill agreed to strip the
measure of the antibusing provisions ad-
riled by the-House.
The move required no action by the
Senate conferees, since the Senate energy
bill contains no antibusing provisions.
However, several Senate conferees had
sought to substitute their own antibusing
language for the House amendment.
But because the first move was up to the
House delegation, Sen. J. Bennett John-
ston, D-La., was unable to get a vote on his
proposal that would have specifically
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allowed busing if done with the approval of
a pupil's parents.
The House proposal, which was ap-
proved by the full House last month on a
204-201 vote, would have:
—Made it illegal to use gasoline or diesel
fuel in any vehicle for carrying a public-
school pupil past the school nearest his
home. The only exception would have been
for a went transporting his own child.
However, a parent carpooling several
neighborhood children across town would
have been subject to a $5,000 fine.
—Allowed a service-station operator to
refuse to sell gasoline to a customer if he
had reason to believe the fuel would have
been used for busing. A violation would
have resulted in the station's losing its fuel
supply for six months.
Project Apollo Gets
High Marks In Recent
Evaluation Conference
Project Apollo, the deor education
program which has been a joint effort of
Murray State University and the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority ( TVA), got high
marks in the wake of a recent evaluation
ctonf erence
Representatives of several agencies who
attended the three-day meeting at the
Brandon Springs Group Camp in the Land
Between The Lakes ( LBL) offered glowing
OFunents about the unique outdoor
learning experience that has served more
than 950 students from 18 states. Some of
them are:
"It is the overwhelming opinion of the
Conference
that Project Apollo is going even beyond




State representative Kenneth Imes has
clarified a somewhat misleading con-
stitutional amendment that will be decided
by voters next 'rueaday in the general
election.
The amendment, second of two on the
ballot, deals with exempting real property
from taxation for persons 65 and older.
While the new measure gives the dollar
limit as 66,500, this is actually only the
base from which the law will work.
Periodically, cost of living increases are
added to the base, much in the same way
as in other state laws.
This year, the limit has been raised,
through a 1974 law, to $7,700, after con-
sumer index figures have been added to
the base. The figure will be adjusted up or
down, depending on the yearly cost of
living increases or decreases, according to
Imes.
In effect, the amendment only broadens
the eligibility of property to include con-
dominiums arid other such dwellings under
the Homestead Exemption.
Warming Today
Partly cloudy ith a slight warming
trend today, tonight and Saturday. High
today in the mid 60s, low tonight in the
upper 40s and high Saturday in the low 70s.
Sunla P01 cloudy and mild.
Education and certainly is accomplishing
its funded objectives and program com-
ponents. I am not sure in my mind as to the
source of funding, but it definitely should
be continued.' —Eilene Franklin, Special
Programs Branch, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.
The interagency cooperation between
Murray State and the TVA is unique.
There is not another school in the country
that could afford an outdoor en-
vironmental laboratory like the Land
Between The Lakes."—Bob Lentz, Project
Adventure, Hamilton, Mass.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean of the
CeSeke -'inof Human find
Learning at Murray State, expressed
satisfaction with the assessment of Project
Apollo made by people who attended the
conference.
"Both Murray State and TVA are
pleased with a program that received a
stamp of approval as a result of this type of
on-site evaluation," he said. "I'm sure the
comments and recommendations will be
Implemented to make the program even
stronger. The entire Apollo staff is to be
commended."
Bill Holt, director of Project Apollo, said
representatives of the Special Programs
Branch of the U. S. Office of Education and
TFA were brought together with educators
from other successful outdoor programs
and with Upward Bound directors from
several states at the conference.
Jointly administered by Murray State
and the LBL, Project Apollo is being
funded for the third year by TVA and the




The Calloway County Fire-Rescue unit
was called to a truck fire on Highway 641
North at 7:35 p. m. Thursday, according to
department reports.
The blaze in the truck, owned by Scooper
Walston, Route Two, apparently started
near the carburetor, and caused heavy
damage under the hood.
The fire was extinguished with the
booster. One truck responded to the call,
with Bernard Steen, Jim Green, Bud
Miller, Bryan Claycomb, Jerry Edwards
and Carl Hosford.
Dr. Jorge Garrastazu
Now On Hospital Staff
1)r J, Irge Garrastazu recently joined the
Medical Staff of Murray Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Division. Dr.
C,arrastazu's practice will primarily be
limited to ,he Eemergency Room.
Originally from Cuba, Dr. Garrastazu
at tended the University of }MY/UM School
of Medicine. After completing medical
school in 1962. Dr. Garrasthzu practiced in
Havanna until 1966, when he came to the
United States.
Dr. Garrastazu practiced in Miami and
Louisville until 19,1. From 1971 until
September of this year, Dr. Garrastazu
practiced at. Community Hospital In
Greeffvtile.
Dr T7iii-restazU, his wife, Meme, - and
three of their children, Georgia, age 14,
Lois, age 13, and Helen Michelle, age 2,
 reside at 1509 Sycamore. Dr. Jorge Garrastazu
HAPPY HALLOWEEN — Is Linus the only one that believes in the
Great Pumpkin? Probably not, for this is the night for ghosts and
15 Per Copy One Section — 16 Pages
goblins in Murray, and tricks or treats for young and old.
Staff Photo by David MI
Halloweerf Is One Thing For Children;
But For Parents It's A Different Matter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — For the very
young, Halloween may still be a night of
supernatural fears; a night when lurking
ghosts and goblins threaten treat-seekers
and wicked witches wait in the shadows
cast by the neighbor's friendly porch light.
The very young may have some tricks
up their costume sleeves for neighbors
with no treats to hand out. A fiendish rap
on the window, or mysterious soap marks
to be found in the morning.
But in Kentucky as elsewhere in the
nation, trick-or-treating tykes with their
unearthly imaginings have parents with
fears that are all too real and down to
earth
Parents worry about the stories of tricks
played on the children, not by them —
reports of doctored treats, pills given out
as candy and apples concealing pins and
razor Wades.
Such reports have become more
frequent. Most turn out to be false, but
some are true, and local governments
respond with rules and regulations that
conspire to take much of the dark mystery
out of Halloween night.
Rules also have been made to foil older
children, vandals out for chicanery instead
of candy, who seek to mingle with the
Operation Identification
Underway In Local Area
"Operation Identification," a unified
effort by local police, sheriff's depart-
ment, Kentucky State Police and national
authorities, is now underway in this area.
The operation identification program is
County School
Board To Meet
The Calloway County School board will
meet in regular session Monday at the
board office, according to Sow William B.
Miller.
Items included on the agenda are action
to designate an acting treasurer;
presentation of an OSHA report; a report
on property insurance bidding and reports
from elementary principals.
The superintendent's report will include
substitute bus discussion, gas tanks at
elementary schools; a meeting of the West
Kentucky Administrator's Club at North
Elementary; attorney's report on sick
days used; Jim Daniels of the State
Department of Education to conduct a
physical facilities survey; janitorial
service for the new board office; a report _
from the Kentucky Civil Rights Com-
mission; and a committee's report -9
meeting with mechanics.
Forum Held On New
MSU Student Center
An open forum was held Thursda)
proposed student center at MurraN
University, according to Dr Frank It
Julian. vice-president for sLudeai
development at the university.
The eommittee's recommenilatms
were presented at the meeting, and a full
report is expected to be released next
week
part of the massive "Kentucky Crime
Check" effort which Gov. Julian Carroll
announced earlier in October.
Awarding to Donald A. Dentinger,
astilielate director of public and com-
munity relations for the Office of Crime
Prevention of the Kentucky Department of
Justice, Operation Identification has been
effective elsewhere in reducing the
number of burglaries and larcenies.
In effect, operation identification is a
state-wide program designed to
discourage burglary and theft of valuables
from home and other locations and pr vide
a way to easily identify stolen property.
Local citizens can join operation iden-
tification by contacting local law en-
forcement agencies who will loan a free
electric engraver for the marking of
property.
Individuals should identify their
valuables by engraving their social
security number on them; businesses
should use the Kentucky Sales Tax number
and institutions and non-profit agencies
should use their purchase exempt number.
Dentinger said that Kentuckians were
plagued with over 80,000 thefts and
burglaries last year and added that "we
believe Operation T.D. will work in Ken-
tucky, and Gov. Carroll has asked that












City police departments hope to cut
down on serious property damage by
enforcing age limits for mask wearers —
14 and under in Louisville, 12 and under in
Lexington.
Youths over 12 are not allowed to trick-
or-treat in Ashland, Elizabethtown or Vine
Grove.
Ashland police, like those in other cities,
set time limits on trick-or-treating — 630
p. in. to 9 p. m. — and urged parents to
know what routes their children would
take and who their companions would be.
Ashland police urged parents to ac-
company younger children and to have
older ones form groups no larger than
three or four.
The time limit in Catlettsburg, 6 to 9;
elsewhere in Boyd County, 6 to 8. Trick-or-
treaters in Lexington are supposed to be hi
by lop. m. and in Louisville by 11 p. m.
Bowling Green Police Chief Wayne
Constant asked that children finish their
rounds by 7 p. m. and urged parents to
accompany them. Parents were warned to
examine children's treats closely.
Children in many areas of Kentucky
celebrated Halloween early this year,
since festivities tonight would conflict with
high school football games.
Franklin Mayor Larry Frees
proclaimed Thursday to be Halloween. He
noted that Franklin-Simpson was to play
Warren Central at Bowling Green tonight
in a Class AAA District championship
game and said, "Everybody will want to
go to the ball game."
Among the other areas switching All
Hallows Eve to Thursday because of
football tonight were Elizabethtown,
Radcliff, Vine Grove and Ft. Knox.
NO1Sf POLL' UTION: Charles 1. Sheer, jr„. left,- safes manager of the Robert L
Schmitt Company, louisville, diftusses some ol the noise protection 'equipment -
and material his company had displayed Wednesday at Murray State University's
first noise pollution seminar. At the right is Pete Stathopoulos, a-senior manufac-
turing technology major from Springfield, Ohio.
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Halloween party for children
of Moose Lodge members will
be at the lodge hall from six to
7 30 p. m.
Halloween at Hematite, walk
around the lake, will start at the
Hematite Picnic Area,, Land
Between the Lakes, at five p. m.
Wilderness Weekend will be
today through Sunday in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Register at Center Station with
fee being $10 per person.
Saturday, November 1
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, 820
North 19th Street, at seven p. m.
Murray Shrine Club will have
its social dinner meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Dance for Big M Club
members and guests will be at
Murray Country Club from 9:30
p. m. to 1:30 a. m. with cost
tying five dollars per couple.
MSU Women's Society will
have a chili supper and sock hop
at the University School at 6:30
p. m.
Baptist Student Union, MSU,
will have work day to help
finance summer missionary
work. Call 753-5771.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have its annual awards banquet
at the Carman Pavilion across
from Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p. m.
Murray Kiwanis Club's
Bicycle Safety Inspection and
Road-e-o will start with in-
spections at 8:30 m. and road-
e-o events at nine a. m. at the
Murray High School parking
lot.
Christmas craft demon-
stration will be at Brandon
Spring Group Camp in Land
Between the Lakes with
waitshops at nine a. m. and one
p. m. Reservations are
required.
Parents of Murray Headstart
will have a bake sale from
eleven a.m. to two p.m. at Roses
with proceeds going for repairs
on school bathrooms.
Rummage sale by American
Legion 314andliary will be at
Legion Hall starting at seven
a.m.
Saturday, November 1
Kentucky Goldenrod CB Club
will have a yard sale starting at
eight p.m. at the Four Way Stop
in Hardin. In case of rain will be
in old laundry mat on Highway
80 just west of the four way stop.
Hazel WOW Camp 138 and
Court 869 will have family night
and awards dinner at Hazel
Community Center at 6:30 p.m.
"Bargain Barn" by Calloway
County Freed-Hardeman
Associatis will _open at nine
a.m. at South 13th and Main
Streets.
Murray Bass Club will have a
trap shoot at Jackson Purchase
Gun Club from ten a.m. to dark.
Sunday, November 2
Kathy Lewis Blankenship,
soprano from Carmi, HI., and
Murray, will present her senior
recital at two p. m. the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Social Committee of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have a
welcome coffee hour for new
parishioners and present
members to get acquainted at
twelve noon at Gleason Hall.
Horsemanship Demon-
stration and saddle show will be
at Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from one to four p.
m.
Trap shoot by Murray Bass
Club will continue at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club from one
p.m. to dark.
Monday, November 3
Kathleen Jones and Lottie
Moon Groups of First Baptist
C.ItuLcii Women will meek
separately at 6:30 p.m. prior to
the services in the fellowship
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
the home of Mrs. Albert Crider
for program and day of prayer.
Lunch at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant and visitation in
afternoon.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. L. J. Hortin at
7:30P.111. A silent auction will be
held.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11130 a.m. at the club house.
Ala teen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Women's luncheon will be at
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Church, at noon with Dr. R.
Lofton Hudson speaking on
"The Changing Role of the
Modern Woman."
Mary Lucy Coleman, left, and Rennie Hicks, sisters, are
shown as they registered to vote in the November 4th
General Election when City Clerk Tremon McDermott of
Highland Park, Mich., went to their home to render this ser-
vice. Mrs. Hicks was 93 on the day she was registered, Sep-




Crafts, Phologroply Are Fesitred
Anyone with an interest in
beantifail horses; _ geology.
p?totograthifr,- hiking, or arts
and crafts will find the ac-
tivities in Land Between The
Lakes this week especially
appealing.
Empire Farm will focus on
Animal Husbandry during the
month of November, with this
week's highlight on hor-
semanship. Join us for any or
all of the events scheduled
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
November 2 - HOR-
SEMANSHIP DEMON-
STRATION & SADDLE SHOW -
An exciting afternoon of
beautiful horses, riding skills,
and events. See a demon-
stration on handling different
types of horses plus a saddle
show and discussion of the
values of a work horse. Empire
Farm, 1-4 p. m.
November 6 - HEMATITE
HIKE - A scenic 2-mile hike
around Hematite Lake in-
terpreting the natural history of
marsh and forest. Hematite
Picnic Area, 1 p. m.
November 7 - GEOLOGY
JAUNT - Explore the hills and
tioifows studying rock ior-
mations and fossils. Empire
Farm, 2-3 p. m.
November 8 - NATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY -
Photography equipment and
techniques will be examined,
follow/ea by a search for in-
teresting natural subjects.
Center Station, 2-4 p. m.
November 8 - CHRISTMAS
CRAFT DEMONSTRATION -
Make Christmas decorations
for your home during the
Christmas Craft Demonstration
at Brandon Spring Groua
Camp. Workshops will be held 9I







By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Ron and I have been married for five
years and have a child who is 3-years-old
Last week, we went to an amusement park and decided to
take in the big attraction there. (It was Fifi La Belle and her
star-studded review.) We got a table at the front of the
auditorium so we wouldn't miss a thing.
Fifi came out in a very revealing costume, and she
spotted Ron immediately. (He's very good-looking.) She
came over to our table and sat down on Fton's lap and
ignored me as though I were invisible. She sang to Ron and
made a big fuss over him. He claimed he didn't like it, but I
noted he didn't push her-off his lap. I laughed along with the
rest of the audience, but while Fifi was on my husband's lap.
I was burning up with jealousy.
She ruined my whole day. Should I have pushed her off
Ron's lap? I know it wasn't his fault that she picked on him,
but if he didn't like it, don't you think he should have
pushed her off?
STILL BURNING
DEAR STILL: It's not unusual for a female entertainer
to single out a man and make a fuss over him. It's part of
the act and nothing personal. Forget it, dear. Next time,
don't pick a ringside table, and you'll not be so vulnerable.
DEAR ABBY: How can I keep my sons, ages 6 and 8,
from being jealous of each other?
I want them to grow up and love each other, and it hurts
me so much to see the terrible jealousy between them.
Please help me.
MOMMY
DEAR MOMMY • Jealousy is a natural (though
unattractive) human emotion. Remember that, Mommy,
and explain it to your children. It may not eliminate the
lealoumbiit it will helpto redneirtheir guilt feelings about- -it.
DEAR ABBY: My son is being married in a church at 2
p.m. I am advised by the bride's mother that it is improper
to wear a long dress at a 2 p.m. church wedding, so I shall
wear a short dress.
The reception begins at 5:30, followed by cocktails and
dinner. I am told that a LONG dress is required for this.
The church is a great distance from my home—making it
impossible to drive home after the wedding to change. So
I'll have to take a long gown and matching accessories to
the church to change into after the wedding.
My question: Is it absolutely necessary to have two
different dresses for this wedding? I will if you say so, but it
seems like a lot of trouble to me.
GROOM'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: It's not necessary. The dress you wear
to the wedding will do nicely for the reception.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
''How to Write Letaers for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long self-addressed. stamped 120e) envelope.
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Easley Is Speaker For
Home Department Meet
County. Attorney Sid Easley
was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Hume Depart-
ment of he Murray Woman's
Club held on Thursday, October
16, a two p.m. at the club house.
The speaker gave an in-
formative alit on crime in
Murray and he surrounding
Ski Easley
-Guest Speaker
counties and cities. Some in-
eresting statistics presented
were that the highest number of
crimes were committed by
persons in the age group of 18
through 22 years; forty per cent
of murders were done on
Saturday and Sunday nights;
forty-seven per cent of. the
murders are committed over
arguments between family
members and other people;
most rapes are committeed in














sear Imo ore et see IP
n't
auto thefts occur in June.
Mr. Easley . Stab said that
most of these crimes are caused
by poverty and are committed
by people in the lower income
group. He also said crime is on
he increase in the vicinity of
he lakes. He attributes the
laxness of the prosecutors and
courts in dealing with crime to
he laxness of the public in
rying .o enforce the laws.
Crime is one price we pay for
living in a Democratic society,
he said.
Mrs. Carl Harrison, depart-
ment chairman, presided with
Mrs. Ruby Harrell reading the
minutes and Mrs. E. A. Lun-
dquist giving ,he devotion based
on Psalm 23.
A beautiful and impressive
remembrance in honor of a
member, Mrs. Bea Hutson, who
recently died, was given by
Mrs. Henrietta Wells.
Mrs. Erma LaFollette,
general president, made an-
nouncements concerning the
First District meeting at
Murray on October 72, and
repairs to the club house.
Refreshments were served
during the social hour.
Hostesses were Mrs. G. C. Ash-
craft, Mrs. Brent Butterworth,







s.Baby Qirl Pace (mother
Linda F.), Rt. 8, Benton. •
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Arlene H. Hardin, Rt. 2,
Fredonia, Mrs. Debbie D.
Henry and Baby Boy, 411-B N.
5th., Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Morton and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Hardin, James E. Eberhardt
HI, 238 Rivers Cts., Murray,
Lester G. Nanny, Box 182,
Murray, Mrs. Martha S.
Blakely, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Linda Guthrie, 806 N. 18th.,
Murray, Billy R. Smith, 104
Mimosa, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Mitzi
Faulkner, A-19 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy K.
Hamilton and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Box 99-M, Murray, Miss Mary
J. Phillips, Rt. 3, Benton, Gary
Brurrun, Box 213, Rt. 2, Chicago
Hgts., M., Tommy Blair, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Inna
Wallace, Rt. 1, Box 299, Murray,
Dayton W. Herrington, Hales
Apts., No. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Carrol, Rt. 7, Box 257-
A, Murray, Amos M. McCarty,
1010 Doran Rd., Murray, Walter
B. Brennenman, Box 658, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda R. Ward,
Rt. 1, Murray.
Nine-Mitfe Mrsing Pdesser
Discuss "The Chitbeerig Year?
More than fifty men and
women attended a discussion
Monday night, Oct. 27, entitled
"The Childbearing Years,"
sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway National Organization
for Women, and held at the
United Campus Ministry
building.
Guest speakers were Julia
Marshall, a nurse-midwife from
Paducah, and Sharon
Gaidemak O'Neil, assistant
professor in the Nursing
Department at Murray State
University.
A question and answer period
followed, reviewing many
concerns about women's health
which were answered from not
only a medical standpoint, but
also from a personal, feminine
viewpoint.
The discussion was the first of
he 1975-76 series of program








Mrs. Willie Wrather of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
 4 Paducah
The October meeting of the
Maryleona Frost Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women was held in the home of
Mrs. Charles Smith.
Mrs. A. M. Thomas gave the
lesson presenting some
suggestions for "Living For
Today." She closed with a poem
and a prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Johnnie
Walker, presided and opened
with a prayer. Mrs. Marge Kipp •
read the minutes and Mrs.
Helen Nelson gave the
treasurer's report.
Marts were chscussed for t.
bazaar to be held in November.
Also arrangements were made
for food for the "Every Member
Canvass Dinner."
The circle voted to furnish
flowers for the sanctuary as a
memoriam to Mrs. Bea Hutson,
a former member of this circle.
Members present were
Mesdames Johnnie Walker, A.
M. Thomas, Marge Kipp, Mary
Moyer, Lorah Ashcraft, Helen
Nelson, Charles Smith, Noreen
Winter, Nell Eaton, Pat
Crawford, and Edna Holland.
COOKING
IS FUN
following the meeting. .
The next scheduled Feogram
will be on November St, and the
opic will be announced prior to
that meeting.
Formal Initiation Held By FHA Chapter At Murray High School
The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
Tuesday, October 14, at the
school with Beth Outland,
president, presiding.
Special persons introduced
were Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs.
Dorothy Bailey, sponsors, Mrs.
Robbins, student teacher, Mrs.
Gene Watkins, Mrs. Mary
Outland, Mrs. Glenda Wilson,
and Mrs. Joyce Cunningham,
chapter mothers.
Regina Bumphis was thanked
for her work on the informal
PRIZE-WINNING CUNIC—Mariyn Weaks (left) a third stage student at the School of Dental
Medicine of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, shows some of the second year
students at the school her prize-winning table clinic which she presented at the National
Student Clink Program of the American Dental Association (ADA) in Chicago. Miss Weaks'
presentation was judged the best of nine table clinics prepared by students who selected per-
tinent topics in dentistry, conducted research, and presented programs on the latest clinical or
biomedical information available. Members of the faculty judged the presentations, and Miss
Weaks was awarded an all-expense-paid trip to the national ADA meeting, Oct. 25-29. Dr.
Stanley Hazen, dean of the Dental School, said another Dental Student Table Clinics Day is
planned for May, 1976. Observing the presentation are (left to right Kathy Durham, Stockton;
Terry Woith, Pekin and George Horsley, Edwardsville. Miss Weaks, one of 16 women dental
students at the SIUE School of Dental Medicine, is the daughter of Buddie Weaks of Peoria and
Evelyn Weaks of Lansing. She is a native of Murray.
initiation. Kelly Williams was
congratulated on her leadership
ut !he Arthritis Drive with the
&ewer collecting MO.
The devotion on "Faith, Hope,
and Love" was given by Dana
Shipley. Pam Lassiter, Mary
Ann Jones, and Willie Nell Reid
reported on the district meeting
held at Murray State.
Formal initiation was held
with Mitzi Cathey, Karen Todd.
and Leah Hill being selected as
outstanding new members and
each was presented a red rose.
MI Otto Feddernon spoke on
daft cords said from October 14-
WU a /Whey making project.
Sherry Runyon and Mandy
Carmon were given silver
dollars for answering on the
correct way to sell a produce.






* Vincenti Mix & Match Separates
Party Gowns
*Bridesmaids Gowns (special discount avail).
*Mothers Gowns
























It doubles as dessert and is
most refreshing.
1 pint pineapple sherbet,
homemade or bought
2 cups cranberry juice
cocktail, chilled
At serving time put a large
scoop (½ cup) of the sherbet in
each of 4 glasses. Add ½ cup of
the cranberry juice cocktail to
each glass. Do not stir. Serve
at once with sipper-spoons or
with straws and regular iced-
tea or ice-cream soda spoons.
Makes 4 servings. Increase
quantities as needed.
NOW!!













Now's the time to Ian
I Azaleas $375 each







FASHION-RIGHT, FAMOUS NAME BRAND FABRICSAT RIDICULOUS LOW, LOW PRICES!  ! -
REGULAR $2.99 TO $3.50 YARD, NEW FALL
"CROMPTON" PLAID
CORDUROY
Who but Remnant House can bring you Famous Crompton Plaid and Checked Corduroy at
success.
such unbelievable savings. Always bringing you Name Brand Fashion Fabrics at substantial
savings has been the secret of our 
• 45" wide, Full Bolts
• Famous "Crompton" Brand• Plaid and Checked Corduroy• Most wanted Fashion Colors•Save $1.11 to S1.62 a yard.
FROM OUR OWN FACTORIES'
RI(. ci .99 TO $2.99 YD. WASHABLE
PRINTED JERSEY
•• •••••••
• No... • ••••• Anal.
• A•,_ 0,-.• C•kre
• Bon Ulan= 88'YO
A DIVISION Of ONE OF 10-41 WORT S FORE
MOST APPAREL MANUII. Tow' 1,‘,
WE HANTEL
LOWEST PRICES ON ALL
c/RST QUALITY FABRICS
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE
• •••. inn.= • •••• •••••• Mom 
•• aro ••••• Wet tam -
••• • .mm• nom 10111.11.e.M.1.. mow+
gill • MIIIIIIIIIII 10011111 MI 1 rim • •P•rfli• 111•44L••111
...1,GO 'OMIT PINCH at,fl I Man'
9 - 5 (k1 - Th)
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Friday, October 31
Halloween party for children
of Moose Lodge members will
be at the lodge hall from six to
730 p. m.
Halloween at Hematite, walk
around theJake, will start at the
Hematite Picnic Area, Land
Between the Lakes, at five p. m.
Wilderness Weekend will be
today through Sunday in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Register at Center Station with
fee being $10 per person.
Saturday, November 1
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, 820
North 19th Street, at seven p. m.
Murray Shrine Club will have
its social dinner meeting at the
„Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Dance for Big M Club
members and guests will be at
Murray Country Club from 9:30
p. m. to 1:30 a. m. with cost
being five dollars per couple.
MSU Women's Society will
have a chili supper and sock hop
at the University School at 6:30
p. m.
Baptist Student Union, MSU,
will have work day to help
finance summer missionary
work. Call 753-5771.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have its annual awards banquet
at the Carman Pavilion across
from Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p. m.
Old newspaper drive will be
held by Boy Scout Troop No. 77.
Call 753-3824 for address or
'Ication of newspapers tn
picked up.
Murray Kiwanis Club's
Bicycle Safety Inspection and
Road-e-o will start with in-
spections at 8:30 a. m. and road-
e-o events at nine a. in. at the
Murray High School parking
lot.
Christmas craft demon-
stration will be at Brandon
Spring Group Camp in Land
Between the Lakes with
workshops at nine a. m. and one
p. m. Reservations are
required.
Parents of Murray Headstart
will have a bake sale from
eleven a.m. to two p.m. at Roses
with proceeds going for repairs
on school bathrooms.
Rummage sale by American
Legion Auxiliary will be at
Legion Hall starting at seven
a.m.
Saturday, November I
Kentucky Goldenrod CB Club
will have a yard sale starting at
eight p.m. at the Four Way Stop
in Hardin. In case of rain will be
in old laundry mat on Highway
80 just west of the four way stop.
Hazel WOW Camp 138 and
Court 8119 will have family night
and awards dinner at Hazel
Community Center at 6:30 p.m.
"Bargain Barn" by Calloway
County Freed-Hardeman
Associates will open at nine
a.m. at South 13th and Main
Streets.
Murray Bass Club will have a
trap shoot at Jackson Purchase
Gun Club from ten a.m. to dark.
Sunday, November 2
Kathy Lewis Blankenship,
soprano from C,armi, Ill., and
Murray, will present her senior
recital at two p. m. the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Social Committee of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have a
welcome coffee hour for new
parishioners and present
members to get acquainted at
twelve noon at Gleason Hall.
Horsemanship Demon-
stration and saddle show will be
at Empire Farm, land Between
he Lakes, from one to four p.
m.
Trap shoot by Murray Bass
Club will continue at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club from one
p.m. to dark.
Monday, November 3
Kathleen Jones and Lottie
Moon Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
separately at 6:30 p.m. prior to
isue services in the fellowship
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
the home of Mrs. Albert Crider
for program and day of prayer.
Lunch at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant and visitation in
afternoon.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. L. J. Hortin at
7:3011.14 A silent auction will be
held_ ,s
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Women's luncheon will be at
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Church, at noon with Dr. R.
Lofton Hudson speaking on
"The Changing Role of the
Modern Woman."
Mary Lucy Coleman, left, and Rennie Hicks, sisters, are
shown as they registered to vote in the November 4th
General Election when City Clerk Tremon McDermott of
Highland Park, Mich., went to their home to render this ser-
vice. Mrs. Hicks was 93 on the day she was registeredoSep-
tember 24. The sisters are natives of Murray and have many
relatives here.
This Week In WI
Anyone with an interest in
beautiful horses, geology,
photography, hiking, or arts
and c,rafla .will find the ac-
tivities in Land 'Between The
Lakes this week especially
appealing.
Empire Farm will focus on
Animal Husbandry during the
month of November, with this
week's highlight on hor-
semanship. Join us for any or
all of the events scheduled
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
November 2 - HOR-
SEMANSHIP DEMON-
STRATION di SADDLE SRO
An exciting afternoon
beautiful horses, riding skills,
and events. See a demon-
stration on handling different
types of horses plus a saddle
show and discussion of the
values of a work horse. Empire
Farm, 1-4 p. m.
November 6 - HEMATITE
HIKE - A scenic 2-mile hike
around Hematite Lake in-
terpreting the natural history of
marsh and forest. Hematite
Picnic Area, 1 p. m.
November 7 - GEOLOGY
JAUNT - Explore the hills and
hollows studying rock for-
stAtioes and fosaila. Empire
Farm, 2-3 p. m.
November 8 - NATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY -
Photography equipment and
techniques will be examined,
followed by a search for in-
teresting natural subjects.
Center Station, 2-4 p. m.
November 8 - CHRISTMAS
CRAFT DEMONSTRATION -
Make Christmas decorations
for your home during the
Christmas Craft DesnonstratIod
Brandon Sp-rTtig Grou
Camp. Workshops will be held 9,






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Ron and I have been married for five
years and have a child who is 3-years-old
Last week, we went to an amusement park and decided to
take in the big attraction there. (It was Fifi La Belle and her
star-studded review.) We got a table at the front of the
auditorium so we wouldn't miss a thing.
Fifi came out in a very revealing costume, and she
spotted Ran immediately. (He's very good-looking.) She
came over to our table and sat down on Ron's lap and
ignored me as though I were invisible. She sang to Ron and
made a big fuss over him. He claimed he didn't like it, but I
rioted he didn't push heroff his lap. I laughed along with the
rest of the audience, but while Fifi was on my husband's lap,
I was burning up with jealousy.
She ruined my whole day. Should I have pushed her off
Ron's lap? I know it wasn't his fault that she picked on him,
but if he didn't like it, don't you think he should have
pushed her off?
STILL BURNING
DEAR STILL: It's not unusual for a female entertainer
to single out a man and make a fuss over him. It's part of
the act and nothing personal. Forget it, dear. Next time,
don't pick a ringside table, and you'll not be so vulnerable
DEAR ABBY: How can I keep my sons, ages 6 and 8,
from being jealous of each other?
I want them to grow up and love each other, and it hurts
me so much to see the terrible jealousy between them.
Please help me.
MOMMY
DEAR MOMMY: Jealousy is a natural (though
unattractive) human emotion. Remember that, Mommy,
and explain it to your children. It may not eliminate the
jealousy, but it will help to reduce their guilt feelings about
it.
DEAR ABBY: My son is being marrieirin a church at 2
pm. I am advised by /4 bride's mother that it is improper
to wear a long dress an 2 p.m. church wedding, so I shall
wear a short dress. it
The reception begins at 5:30, followed by cocktails and
dinner. I am told that a LONG dress is required for this.
The church is a great distance from my home—making it
impossible to drive home after the wedding to change. So
I'll have to take a long gown and matching accessories to
the church to change into after the wedding.
My question: Is it absolutely necessary to have two
different dresses for this wedding? I will if you say so, but it
seems like a _lot or foouble ta me.
GROOM'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHIER: It's not necessary:The dress you wear
to the wedding will do iiicely for the reception.
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long self-addressed stamped (20t1 envelope.
IN THE NOT TOO DISTANT FUTURE
























































Easley Is Speaker For
Home Department Meet
County Attorney Sid Easley
was ;he guest speaker at the
meeting of the Home DePart-
mem of .he Murray Woman's
Club held on Thursday, October
16, a wu p.m. at the club house.
The speaker gave an in-
formative alit on crime in
Murray and he surrounding
Sid Easley
-Guest Speaker
counties and cities. Some in-
eresting statistics presented
were that the highest number of
crimes were committed by
persons in the age group of 18
'hrough 72 years; forty per cent
of murders were done on
Saturday and Sunday nights;
forty-seven per cent of the
murders are committed over
arguments between family
members and other people;
most rapes are committeed in
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auto thefts occur in June.
Mr. Easley also said that
most of these crinces are caused
by poverty and are committed
by people in the lower income
group. He also said crime is on
he increase in the vicinity of
he lakes. He attributes the
laxness of the prosecutors and
courts in dealing with crime to
he laxness of the public in
rying -o enforce the laws.
Crime is one price we pay for
living in a Democratic society,
he said.
Mrs. Carl Harrison, depart-
ment chairman* presided with
Mrs. Ruby Harrell reading the
minutes and Mrs. E. A. Lun-
dquist giving he devotion based
iin Psalm 23.
A beautiful and impressive
remembrance in honor of a
member, Mrs. Bea Hutson, who,
recently died, was given by
Mrs. Henrietta Wells.
Mrs. Erma LaFollette,
general president, made an-
nouncements concerning the
First District meeting at
Murray on October 22, and
repairs to the club house.
Refreshments were served
during the social hour.
Hostesses were Mrs. G. C. Ash-
craft, Mrs. Brent Butterworth,







Baby Girl Pace (mother
Linda F.), Rt. 8, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Arlene H. Hardin, Rt. 2,
Fredonia, Mrs. Debbie D.
Henry and Baby Boy, 411-B N.
5th., Murray, Mrs. Mary J.
Morton and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Hardin, James E. Eberhardt
III, 238 Riveria Cts., Murray,
Lester G. Nanny, Boa 182,
Murray, Mrs. Martha S.
Blakely, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Linda Guthrie, 808 N. 18th.,
Murray, Billy R. Smith, 104
Mimosa, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Mitzi
Faulkner, A-19 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy K.
Hamilton and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Box 90-M, Murray, Miss Mary
J. Phillips, Rt. 3, Benton, Gary
Brumm, Box 213, Rt. 2, Chicago
Hgts., III., Tommy Blair, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Inca
Wallace, Rt. 1, Box 299, Murray,
Dayton W. Herrington, Hales
Apts., No. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Carrol, Rt. 7, Box 257-
A, Murray, Amos M. McCarty,
1010 Doran Rd., Murray, Walter
B. Brennenman, Box 658, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda R. Ward,
Rt. 1, Murray.
Nurse-Miae te Nursing Professor
Disarss 71$ Nees* Years'
More than fifty men and
women attended a discussion
Monday night, Oct. 2'7, entitled
"The Childbearing Years,"
sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway National Organization
for Women, and held at the
United Campus Ministry
building.
Guest speakers were Julia
Marshall, a nurse-midwife from
Paducah, and Sharon
Gaidemak O'Neil, assistant
professor in the Nursing
Department at Murray State
University.
A question and answer period
followed, reviewing many
concerns about women's health
which were answered from not
only a medical standpoint, but
also from a personal, feminine
viewpoint.
The discussion was the first of
he 1975-76 series of program
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The October meeting of the
Maryleona Frost Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women was held in the home of
Mrs. Charles Smith.
Mrs. A. M. Thomas gave the
lesson presenting some
suggestions for "Living For
Today." She closed with a poem
and a prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Johnnie
Walker, presided and opened
with a prayer. Mrs. Marge Kipp
read the minutes and Mrs.
Helen Nelson gave the
treasurer's report.
Plans were discussed for the
bazaar....to be held in November.
Also arrangements were made
for food for the "Every Member
Canvass Dinner."
The circle voted to furnish
flowers for the sanctuary as a
memoriam to Mrs. Bea Hutson,
a former member of this circle.
Members present were
Mesdames Johnnie Walker, A.
M. Thomas, Marge Kipp, Mary
Moyer, Lorah Ashcraft, Helen
Nelson, Charles Smith, Noreen
Winter, Nell Eaton, Pat




dmioclatod Press Food Editor
following the meeting.
The next scheduled program
will be on November 24, and the
topic will be announced prior to
ihat meeting.
The Murray High School
Chapter of ;he Future
Homemakers of America met
Tuesday, October 14, at the
school with Beth Outland,
president, presiding.
Special persons introduced
were Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs.
Formal Initiation Held By FHA Chapter At Murray High School
4
and Leah Hill being selected as
outstanding new rnembess and
each was presented a red rose.
Mi Otto Feddes-non spoke on
the cards sad from October 14-
10 as a money making protect.
Sherry Runyon and Mandy
Carman were given silver
dollars for answering on the
correct way to sell a produce.
A salad supper was served
following the meeting.
Dorothy Bailey, sponsors, Mrs.
Robbins, student teacher, Mrs.
Gene Watkins, Mrs. Mary
Outland,. Mrs. Glenda Wilson,
and Mrs. Joyce Cunningham,
chapter mothers.
Regina Bumphis was thanked
for her work on the informal
PRIZE-WINNING CUNK--Manlyn Weaks (left) a third stage student at the School of Dental
Medicine of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, shows some of the second year
students at the school her prize-winning table clink which she presented at the National
Student Clinic Program of the American Dental Association (ADA) in Chicago. Miss Weaks'
presentation was judged the best of nine table clinics prepared by students who selected per-
tinent topics in dentistry, conducted research, and presented programs on the latest clinical or
biomedical information available. Members of the faculty judged the presentations, and Miss
Weaks was awarded an all-expense-paid trip to the national ADA meeting, Oct 25-29. Dr.
Stanley Hazen, dean of the Dental School, said another Dental Student Table Chnics Day is
planned for May, 1976. Observing the presentation are (left to right Kathy Durham, Stockton;
Terry Woith, Pekin; and George Horsley, Edwardsville. Miss Weaks, one of 16 women dental
students at the SIUE School of Dental Medicine, is the daughter of Buddie Weaks of Peoria and
Evelyn Weaks of Lansing. She is a native of Murray.
initiation. Kelly Williams was
congratulated on her leadership
of he Arthritis Drive with the
chapter collecting M.
The devotion on "Faith, Hope,
and L.ove" was given by Dana
Shipley. Pam Lassiter, Mary
Ann Jones, and Willie Nell Reid
reported on the district meeting
held at Murray State.
Formal initiation was held




* Vincent( Mix 8 Match Separates
* Party Gowns
*Bridesmaids Gowns (special discount avail).
*Mothers Gowns























It doubles as dessert and is
most refreshing.
1 pint pineapple sherbet,
homemade or bought
2 cups cranberry Juice
cocktail, chilled
At serving time put a large
scoop (14 cup) of the sherbet in
each of 4 glasses. Add 1/2 cup of
the cranberry juice cocktail to
each glass. Do not stir. Serve
at once with sipper-spoons or
with straws and regular iced-
tea or ice-cream soda spoons.
Makes 4 servings. Increase
quantities as needed.
NOW!!














Now's the time to landscape
I Azaleas $375 efich 














FASHION-RIGHT, FAMOUS NAME BRAND FABRICSAT RIDICULOUS LOW, LOW PRICES! I!
REGULAR $2.99 TO $3.50 YARD, NEW FALL
"CROMPTON" PLAID
CORDUROY
Who but Remnant House can bring you Famous Crompton Plaid and Checked Corduroy at
such unbelievable savings. Always bringing you Name Brand Fashion Fabrics at substantial
savings has been the secret of our success 
• 45" wide, Full Bolts
• Famous "Crompton" Brand• Plaid and Checked Corduroy• Most wanted Fashion Colors*Save $1.11 to $1.62 a yard.
FROM OUR OWN FACTORIES'
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At this point in the history of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, our
state needs a proven leader as its
chief executive.
Julian Carroll is a leader, a
demonstrated leader, and he is
our clear-cut choice to be the
Governor of Kentucky for the next
foul' years.
After beginning his
distinguished career as a
lawmaker in 1962, Julian Carroll
quickly earned the respect of
fellow legislators and served two
terms as speaker.
As his stature as a lawmaker
blossomed, Carroll also grew as a
politician, the kind of politician
we hope to see more in our state.
Riding on his own integrity,
Carroll was able to break the
hammerlock that J. R. Miller held
on Kentucky Democrats in recent
years.
But his real worth to the state
has become very evident since
taking over as governor. In less
than a year, he has managed to
strike an essential chord in state
affairs—clean government,
bright new faces, reasoned
judgment on issues and, most of
all, strong leadership..
Consumer Comment
While some might accuse him of
cronyism in his selection of state
cabinet officers, Carroll has
largely steered away from the
practice of placing mere political
hacks in office, and few would
dispute the qualifications of those
he has selected.
Julian Carroll has been im-
pressive during his 10 months as
governor, and by his actions, he
holds the promise of being the
right man for these difficult
„LiMes.
We think it is time for a West
Kentuckian to be given the op-
portunity to lead our state to
greater accomplishments in the
future. We encourage the voters
to give Julian Carroll the mandate
he has earned.
We also support Thelma Stovall
in her bid for lieutenant governor.
As secretary of state, Mrs.
Stovall's tightly run office, well
organized and efficient, is a model
that could serve as an example to
other state offices.
Mrs. Stovall has served her
state well for more than two
decades and we are certain that
she will continue the same type of
service as lieutenant governor.
Land Sales
By Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General
Have you bought land in Kentucky or
out-o(-estate that isn't what you thought it
was? If so, you may be taken again by
dishonest salesmen.
There are people who know about the
land you bought and how much you paid
for it. This information may be used by
these people in an effort to convince you
that they can sell the property for you.
Don't be taken in.
Beware of two sales pitches often used
by these people.
In one, a salesman contacts you saying
he has a "buyer" waiting to purchase your
land. It will cost you several hundred
dollars to have the land sold, but this
money according to the salesman, is ap-
plied to closing costs and attorney's fees.
The money will be required in advance. If
he gets your money, chances are good that
you won't see him or the money again.
The other sales gambit is asking you to
"list" your land for sale. The price to list
the land is several hundred dollars for the
first listing and additional money for
listings thereafter. Again many Kentucky
consumers have paid their money and
never had the property listed or sold, since
no real listing service exists as
represented.
Beware of land salesmen that come to
your door or call you on the phone. Check
their reliability. Don't be taken the second
time.
If you have a complaint about a land
salesman or any other matter, write to the
Attorney General's Division of Consumer
Protection, The Capitol, Room 34, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601, or call tell-free on the
consumer hotline: 1-800-372-2960.
Isn't It The Truth
When a man wears himself out and along
the way courts a bad heart, bad liver and a
bad temper in an up-and-down lifetime of
making a living in competitive business,
he may well wonder why he ever got into
such a life in the beginning when he could
just as easily have gone to work for the
government where the only occupational
ailment is bad posture.
Bible Thought
I was glad when they said unto
me, Let us go into the house of the
Lord. Psalm 122:1.
When did you last invite some
one to enter the house of the Lord
with you? The recipient of your
invitation will be glad because of
your concern.
The Murray Ledger & Times'
The Murray Ledger el Times is published
every afternoon •rcept Sundays, July 4, Christ.
mat Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St
Murray. Ky , 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray Ky
.‘42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
corners 52 25 per month payable in advance
By moil in Calloway County arid to Benton, Nor,
din, Mayfield Sedalia and Formington Ky and
Paris, Buchanan and Purreor Tenn 512 50 per
year By moil to other destinations S17 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Pablishers Association
fSunday Schodhi Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on copyrighted outlines producel to the Committee on
the Uniform Senes and used b!, permission
Finding Self In Divine Encounter
A personal encounter with God can and
frequently does change the entire course of
one's life. Such was the case with Jacob.
Genesis ti :10-17
Condition of Jacob
Under tremendous tension as he fled
from the wrath of his brother, whom he
had wronged, Jacob realized that his
deception and injustice had not been
profitable to him. Sin always comes home
and when it does misery and sorrow ac-
company it. When Jacob was overtaken by
darkness, he was in an uninhabited place,
which was strewn with _Ositalders. Fearing
the results of his past conduct and
dreading the future, Jacob threw his
weary body upon the earth and sought rest
for his head upon a stone in the field.
- Compassion Upon Jacob
During the night he had a dream in
which he received a vision of God pushing
a golden ladder out of the window of
heaven and placing the base of it on the
ground near the spot where he was lying.
Angels kept him company as they
descended and ascended that beautiful
ladder.
The vision of God above the ladder
taught Jacob that God is the Ruler over all.
The ladder impressed him with the
nearness of heaven to earth, as well as the
fact that there was an open pathway
between the two places. God had con-
nected heaven and earth for Jacob's
personal benefit. The ladder was the
symbol of reconciliation with and access to
God, and cornmunicalign with Him. The
messengers of mercy were ascending the
ladder as if they were reporting Jacob's
condition to God and requesting Him to
supply his needs. They were descending as
if they were bringing back from God the
needed supply. This vision convinced
Jacob that God was caring for Him.
Covenant with Jacob
God promised Jacob that he and his seed
would possess the land and that all the
world would be blessed wonderfully
through his seed verses 13-14). In verse 15
God promised four very important things:
1. His presence. "Behold, I am with
thee." God promised Jacob to be with him
then and there after. When God is with a
person there is no reason for fear ,Jr
failure.
2. His power. "And will keep thee." God
has promised His children all the power
they will need for the accomplishment of
His purposes in their lives.
3. His protection. God has promised that
He will keep us safe from harm and give us
security in all storms "in all the places
whither thou goest."
4. His providence. "And will bring thee
again into this land; for I will not leave
thee, until I have done that which I have
spoken to thee of."
Conduct of Jacob
When Jacob awoke the next morning and
realized the significance of his vision, and
knew that he had experienced an en-
counter with God, he immediately
acknowledged the presence of the Lord,
saying, "Surely the Lord is in this place;
and I knew it not." The realization of the
presence of the Lord was a soul-stirring
experience for which he was not fully
prepared. Jacob exclaimed, "How
dreadful is this place!" His fear was due to
a sense of guilt. He had been unbrotherly
and deceitful, but his realization that all he
had done was known in heaven made him
ashamed and afraid.
Jacob's reverential awe caused him to
take the stone upon which his head had
rested, to erect it as a memorial to his
wonderful experience with God, to anoint
it by pouring oil upon it, to worship God, to
dedicate his life to Him, to acknowledge
God's claims upon him, to pledge one-tenth
of his income to God for use in His service,
and to give the place a new name —
"Bethel," which means "House of God."




may prove helpful in preventing
crib deaths, which claim about
8,000 infants annually in the
United States.
Physicians at the hospital of
the University of California at
San Diego theorize that the
newborns could be benefited by
having them surrounded by con-
ditions which somewhat Trun*
those experienced in the uteruS
by the babies prior to birth. -
The water mattress, which is
kept at, body temperature. gives
a serve of weightlessness A
"heart" brat. similar-to that from
the mother, is transmitted
through the waterbed on which'
the baby is resting. Oscillation of
the mattress gives the baby a
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
sense of motion, again simulat-
ing motions made by the mother.
These surroundings give
stimulations to the babies and
hopefully prevent their
respiratory centers from "forget-
ting" to breathe. Such respirato-
ry failures have been regarded
as the mechanism of death in
these infants who are otherwise
regarded as normal.
No test is available which will
serve to determine which intones
may be affected by such
respiratory distrefis Such unex-
pected deaths take place during
sleep and occur within the first
few days or weeks of life. After
this danger period has passed,
crib deaths do not occur.
If these new beds now being
tested prove helpful, they will be
installed at the University hospi-
tal and later recommended for
wider use to prevent crib deaths
Q Mrs. J.B. wants to know if
alcoholic drinks used regularly
but not excessively are damag-
ing to the skin.
A: Alcoholic drinks used in
moderation have no effect on
skin health. However, excessive
alcoholic intake can cause a
Variety of nutritional deficien-
cies. including a lack-of proper
vitamins. lithe general health is
impaired from too much alcohol.
the skin can be adversely
affected. Alcoholics are seldom
beautiful They are sick and
BLASINGAME
often appear unhealthy
Q: Miss H.E. asks if astrology
has any scientific relationship to
health care and if physicians
usually take the "signs" or
"stars" into consideration in
treating patients.
A. I know of no scientific rela
tiorship between astrology and
health care. Astrology is not
taken into consideration b‘,
physicians in their managempnl
of illness in their patients. As I
understand it, astrology theor-
izes some relationship between
heavenly bodies and human
affairs. Astrology is mainly a
form of entertainment for many
persons and a hobby for others
Genesis 32:24-29
Jacob's Struggle-32:24-25
Upon his arrival at the Jabbok, Jacob
saw that his family got across and then he
tarried behind in solitude. He wanted the
assurance of the presence, protection,
power, and blessing of God, but he still
insisted on doing as he pleased. Many
Christians are llke Jacob in that they want
all of the blessings of God, but do not want
to yield their lives to His control and use.
Jacob sorely needed to realize his personal
weakness and his utter dependence upon
God.
Jacob's Surrender —32:26-29
Taking the initiative, as is His custom,
God commissioned one of His messengers
to take hold of Jacob for the purpose of
subduing him and proving to him that he
was his own worst enemy. God had him to
wrestle with Jacob. The wrestling was an
endeavor on God's part to break down
Jacob's opposition to His will.
They wrestled until the faint streaks of
dawn. So strong was Jacob's resistance
that nothing short of a special
manifestation of divine power could break
it down. God could have done this earlier in
the struggle, but He did not do so because
He preferred that Jacob's surrender be
willing. When Jacob refused to surrender,
it became necessary for God to deal with
him in severity, and by an assertion of
divine power to bring him to an end of
himself, in order that He might bless him
as He wanted to do.
As a final stroke of subdual, the divine
wrestler pressed against the socket of
Jacob's thigh and threw it out of joint. This
left Jacob powerless, so the resister
became a clinger. He recognized and
yielded to the divine sovereignty. When the
victorious wrestler asked for a release in
order that he might leave, Jacob held him
tightly and said, "I will not let thee go,
except thou bless me." Jacob wanted and
needed the power of God in his life.
Because of the way in which God dealt
with him, Jacob discovered that the hour
of his physical prostration was the hour of
his spiritual triumph.
Jacob's opponent inquired, "What is thy
name?" His reply was, "Jacob." The
response thereto was: Thy name shall be
called no more Jacob, but Israel; for as a
prince hast thou power with God and with
men, and hast prevailed."
>',2,440.4W
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A Cleaner America
What are you doing about the fight
toward a cleaner America and Kentucky?
There are so many things that you could do
to make this country and state a cleaner,
healthier place in which to live.
Here are just a few suggestions:
I. Arrange for one car trip to take care of
several errands—even for your neighbors.
2. Set the thermostat in your home when
leaving on a trip and also at night. Don't
keep moving it— just leave it alone.
3. Have your car's air pollution control
devices checked regularly—make sure
that they work properly.
4. Don't leave office machines, or TV
sets running when not in use.
S. Check and repair leaky faucets.
6. Don't litter. Use litter baskets.
7. Save water. Showers use much less
water than baths.
8. Cut down on the need for pesticides,
attract birds with feeders, plant marigolds
in tomato beds and leave saucers of beer
for garden slugs.
9. If you have a wood-burning fireplace,
use the ashes as fertili7er.
10. Insulate your attic. Use the attic fan
in the summer to remove the hot-air
buildup.
These are just ten easy ways of helping
the right against pollution, there are
countless other ways. We at the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center DECA
Chapter are helping in the fight for a
cleaner community. For more information
on what you can personally do, write to the
Keep America Beautiful, Inc.; 99 Park






HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems — fast.
U you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
wW be printed in this column.
Heartline: I was told by a friend that if
you had $6,000 or more in the bank that
Social Security can cut your monthly
payments. Please let me know if this is
true. — B. B. B.
Answer: A person on regular Social
Security retirement or on Social Security
disability benefits is no way affected by
the amount of money they have in the
Letters To The Editor
Support Judicial Reform
Dear Editor:
A proposed Constitutional Amendment
( Amendment No. 1) appears on the
November 4 ballot seeking to modernize,
upgrade and improve our Court system in
Kentucky. We realize that most voters do
not personally have the time nor the op-
portunity to study this proposed amend-
ment in detail and we would like to offer
this brief summation of the several badly
needed changes which the Amendment
would accomplish.
First of all, an intermediate Court of
Appeals would be created, consisting of 14
judges, which would give Kentucky 21
judges on the appellate level. This in-
crease should be able to clear up the heavy
backlog of appeals cases which continually
clogs the courts, and prevent its
recurrence. The present Court of Appeals
would be renamed the Supreme Court, and
would retain its 7 judges.
In the Circuit Courts, a central ad-
ministration would be created to allow the
assignment of judges to busy areas when
needed, to clear dockets and balance
caseloads. The lower courts would be
consolidated into one District Court in
each county, with a qualified lawyer as
District Judge, living and working full
time in the district or county from which
elected. The Police Courts would be
eliminated, and the County Judge would
remain as the chief executive officer of the
county. Since the effective date of the
Amendment is January 1, 1978, all
presently elected officials would serve out
their terms under the present system.
Judges at every level would be elected
on a non-partisan ballot from the district in
which they serve, and all vacancies would
be filled by appointment from a locally
selected list of three qualified persons. In
addition, the proposed Commission on
Judicial Retirement and Removal would
be able to hold hearings to remove or
retire incompetent or unfit judges,
eliminating the cumbersome and im-
practical process of impeachment and
conviction which now exists and by which
the General Assembly has never removed
a judge. This power will help to guarantee
competence on the bench, and is in itself
just cause to support the amendment.
The present Court structure was
narrowly designed to meet the needs of
Kentucky in 1892, and it desperately needs
revision to meet the demands and
requirements of the last quarter of the
twentieth century. We now have the op-
portunity to bring our system of Courts out
of the horse-and-buggy days. We sincerely
urge everyone of you to vote yes for the








So Does State Chamber
Dear Editor
One of the most important questions
facing Kentucky voters November 4th is
the issue on Amendment No. I regarding
the Judicial Article of the Kentucky
Constitution.
The Board of Directors of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce unanimously
adopted a motion to support the passage of
the Judicial Article. The Amendment
provides for the non-partisan election of all
Judges. It will consolidate the over 1,000
city and county courts into 150 district
courts presided over by full-time ex-
perienced lawyers. It will create a new
intermediate court of appeals and
establish a Supreme Court as the highest
court in the state. If the Amendment is
adopted, it will provide a unified court
system that will improve the efficiency
and uniformity of justice throughout the
state.
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce





Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
A
1
bank. The interest they draw from this
money does not affect their benefits either.
Heartline: My grandfather, a World War
11 veteran, will be 65 years old in two
years. Will he be eligible for a VA pension?
D. G.
Answer: VA pensions, based on need,
may be granted if at age 65, a veteran's
income does not exceed $3,000 a year if he
is single, or $4,200 if he has dependents.
Heartline: I am a widow receiving
Social Security on my husband's work
rec6rd. When my husband passed away I
received a hrflp stint - death benefit for
funeral expenses. I have worked over 20
years under Social Security, but I collect
on my husband's because his earnings
would be more than mine. I want to know if
my survivors will be eligible for the lump
sum death benefit under Social Security.
— S. A.
Answer: Yes, your survivors would be
eligible to receive a death benefit for you
to help funeral costs. Anyone who has
enough quarters to draw a Social Security
check, whether drawing on this account or
on a spouse's account, is entitled to a death
benefit.
Heartline: I am a 62syear-old widow and
I would like to find some people to write to.
Do you have any way to help a lonely
widow? — U. R.
Answer: Yes. Heartline has a Pen Pal
Club for senior citizens. Send your name
and address to Heartline American 60
Club, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415,
and we will send you information on this.
10 Years Ago
Airman First ClassConald R. Lockhart
who was recently named outstanding
airman of the month has been awarded the
U. S. Air Force Commendation Medal at
the base at Mobile, Ala.
Boilerman Second Class Irvin L. Miller
is serving aboard the anti-submarine
aircraft carrier USS Intrepid in the U. S.
Atlantic Fleet.
-Mrs. Olyn Kirks Radford, formerly of
Calloway County, died today at Detroit,
Mich.
Dr. W. T. Doss, Dr. and Mrs. J. B.
Dover, Dr. and Mrs. V. W. Etherton, Dr.
and Mrs. V. Hagler, and Dr. Sarah Hargis
attended the annual chiropractic seminar
held at Lexington.
Paulette Ross and Mark Ferguson were
crowned as Senior Queen and King at the
Fall Festival held at Faxon School.
20 Years Ago
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers, Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris, Mrs. Cleo Grogan,
Glindel Reaves, B. W. Edmonds, B. H.
Dixon, Holmes Ellis, Purdom Lassiter,
Noble Cox, and Marvin Hill have been -
named as delegates from the Calloway
County Farm Bureau to the Kentucky
Convention at Louisville November 13-16.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bura
Arnett Hart, age 61, and Mrs. Onie
Outland, age 79.
Mrs. Oneida Boyd of Murray was elected
president of the West Kentucky Woodmen
Circle at the meeting _held' at Kenlake
Hotel.
Jean Weeks, Ora Lee Farris, and Belva
Dill of Murray 'Star Chapter No. 433 and
noderni Grogan of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 attended the 53rd annual grand
Chapter of the Order of the Eastern in
Kentucky held at Louisville October 24-26.
Earl Lee and Sons of Murray have been
elected to membership in the American
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DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF WEEK—Al Martin ( making tackle) was named as
the defensive player of the week last week against East Tennessee. The Racer
linebacker had 12 tackles and eight assists in the 10-10 tie. Martin is a senior from
DuQuoin, Ill. This week, the Racers will have their work cut out as they host the
number two team in the college division poll, Eastern Kentuck .
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LEDGER & TIMES, Frirkiy, October 31, 197$
JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS - Junior Varsity Cheerleaders for Calloway County Nigh School ore,
front row, left to right, LaDon Dowdy, Kim Johnson, Denise Howard and Paulette Hooks; second row
Renee Edwards, Karol Kemp, Loam (olson; Standing, Condo Stubblefield.
Kidd Says Colonels
I Are Ripe For Upset
1- -ay MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
UISVILLE, Kylmil AP )—
Rojf Kidd thinks the nation's
sectmd-ranked small college
football power is ripe for an
upset. Why is he worrying?
Kidd is the coach of that second
ranked team, that's why.
Kidd's Eastern Kentucky
Colonels vaulted into second
after defeating Western Ken-
tucky 13-7 in the annual Ohio
Valley Conference bloodletting.
But he's had considerable
trouble turning his players'
attent.M• to Saturday's OVC
game at Murray.
"I wasn't pleased at all with
practice Monday or today,"
Kidd said Thursday in a
telephone inteniew. "I just feel
like to be in the position we're
in, we weren't serious enough.
We're ready for an upset." .
While Eastern decides if it
will be upset at Murray,
Western's injury-jarred
Hilltoppers try to rebound
against invading Morehead,
Louisville is at Tulsa, Centre is
at Wabash and Georgetown
hosts Carson-Newman.
Kentucky State, ranked 13th
in the college division ranks, is
ir2zalUir receiving a fecleit win
over Federal City. That game
was cancelled only three days
before the season opener.
Kidd said much of his pre-
Murray trouble stems from
Eastern's win over then-second
ranked Western, the Colonels'
first win over the. Hilltoppers
since 1968.
"I think that's part of it.
There's so much talk this week
ahout_ it .as if the cham-
pionship's won and we're in the
playoffs. There's just not
enough talk and concentration
aillitation to Murray," he said.
Kidd, for one, isn't
overlooking the Racers. ''We've
got a great deal of respect for
Murray. Seventeen points is the
most they've given up on
defense. They've really got the
same team they had last year,
which is a good one," Kidd said.
And Murray has a fine of-
fense, led by quarterback Mike
Hobbie, the OVC leader in
passing and total offense.
''We've still got three con-
ference games to go," Kidd
warned. "I was just sitting here
a while ago thinking about it.
This time last year, Western
had beaten us and then we came
Bengals Favored To Knock Off
Steelers In Riverfront Clash
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Boo!
Ghosts and goblins have no
business around the National
Football League, even on
Halloween.. or do they?
There is, for example, the
ghost of Cincinnati's Riverfront
Stadium, where the Pittsburgh
Steelers have been unable to
win a football game since 1971.
They will try again Sunday
and if they win, they can tie the
Bengals for the AFC's Central
Division lead. But it says here
that the hex will hold and
Cincinnati will protect its
perfect record with a seventh
straight victory.
Then there is the improbably
By The Associated Press
The verbal brawl off the ice
matched the third-period slug-
fests that emptied out both
benches.
Philadelphia scored three
second-period goals in less than
four minutes to rout the Toronto
Maple Leafs 6-2 Thursday night
in a National Hockey League
game marked by much final-
period fighting and a wealth of
penalties.
Afterward, Maple Leafs'
Coach Red Kelly was as
disturbed by the style of play as
by the outcome of the game.
on to win the conference:- did all right in the same
"The season's not over with,
for sure," he said.
It's over for sure for three
Western players struck down by
knee injuries last week. The
biggest loss is probably quar-
terback Billy Smith, the only
signal caller of repute on the
team. -
Western will go DeWayne
Squires in place of Smith, a
move in which Western Coach
Jimmy Feix expresses con-
fidence.
.;DeWayne is a pretty
mature, experienced
youngster," said Feix. "We've
got a pretty cool customer to
step in."
Feix is also worried that
Morehead, saddled with a 1-5
record, will be fired up after the
mid-week announcement that
Roy Terry would step down as
that school's football coach at
the end of the year.
-Morehead will come down
here really fired up and have it
together because of the Coach
Terry situation," Feix believes.
-That will make it just that
much more difficult for us."
Because several sedans fall into the "luxury': category, we've set
down a few very specific questions you should ask yourself before you
buy. The answers may surprise you. And just may save you $5000.
0 
Which is the only one with CIS fuel injection giving it by far the
greater gas mileage-30 mpg on the highway and 20 mpg in
oche city? (EPA estimates)'
0 SMw
CP•.
',Which has thc most trunk space'
0 tam i um 0 ALADI OILS 0 MERCEDES DM
CP Which is the only one with front-wheel drive for greater crosswind• and tracking stability'
CIIeeWhich costs about Vitt) ks\ than the others?
0 WNW 4 (1. 0 At I MISS a MEACEDEs isc
tFor the standard shift model.
The actual mileage you get may vary, depending on the type of driving
you do, your driving habits, your car's condition and optional equipment.
and the fisticuffs," he said
sternly. "But where we didn't
do all right was in slashing at
the ankles, at the knees, at the
elbows.-
The latter remark was in
reference to what Kelly con-
sidered unsportsmanlike
conduct by the Flyers.
"If that's what they want to
do, we carreio the same thing,"
he said. -When you slash at
somebody's ankles and knees,
you are taking away their
In other NHL action Thursday
night, Boston nipped St Louis
2, Vancouver tied Buffalo 4-4.
Los Angeles blanked Pittsbur0
4-0, and Washington stopped
Kansas City 6-2.
Philadelphia Coach Fred
Shero leveled similar charges of
rough play at Toronto after the
game, which boosted the
Flyers' regular season winning
streak at home to 19 games.
Bobby Clarke, agreed, saying,
"He's Kelly a loser He didn't
see us crying."
Bruins 3, Blues 2
-The trade was no surprise,"
confided new St. Louis center
Derek Sanderson, who scored
his first goal of the year after
the Rangers sent him to the
Blues earlier in the day.
"I went there with illusions of
grandeur," Sanderson ex-
plained of his season-and-a-
fraction in New York, "and I
found clouds of despair"
Also, Boston's Johnny Bucyk.
40, became the seventh player
in NHL history to reach the
coveted 500-goal mark as he
connected on a 25-foot shot
which beat St. Louis goalie Yves
Belanger at 12:52 of the first
period.
Sabres 4, Canucks 4
Gills Perreault scored his
second goal of the night into an
empty net with 14 seconds
remaining, after Buffalo, down
4-3, pulled goalie Gerry
Desjardins with 38 seconds on
the clock to send in another
attacker.
Kings 4, Penguins 0
Goalie Rogie Vachon earned
Runs In Family
PAWTUCKET, R. I. t AP) —
Special Sage, a 2-year-old
thoroughbred sired by Dancer's
Image, is doing all right without
even showing a shadow of his
dad's greatness.
Special Sage gave away age
to older rivals and posted his
third victory in four starts
Thursday, winning the featured
$3,500 allowance race at
Narragansett Park. He




Australian Billy Dunk, firing a
seven-under-par 65, grabbed a
one-stroke lead after the first
round of the Australian Open
Golf Championship.
SOUTHOIN PINES, N. ‘C
Bill Collins beat Charlie Sifford
on the second hole of a sudden
death playoff and won the Izod
Interational golf tournament
r 6
battle for Brat place in the NFC
East, where too-young Dallas is
still one game in front and too-
old Washington is tied for
second. The ghosts have to
each one of those clubs in
Sunday's game at RFK
Stadium. Stay with the Cowboys
and 'heir shotgun offer= on this
one
And don': forget the ghosts of
missing quarterbacks — Jim
Plunkett of New England, Steve
Barkowski of Atlanta, and Bill
Munson and Greg Landry of
Detroit — all sidelined a week
ago. Their absences will mean
defeats for their teams this
week, if you believe this pro
picker.
his second straight shutout and
the 30th of his career as the
Kings moved into sole
possession of first place in the
Norris Division with their fifth
victory in a row.
Capitals 6, Scouts 2
Tommy. Williams scored two
goals and goalie Bernie Wolfe,
making his first NHL ap-
pearance, stopped all but two of
30 Kansas City shots. "I thought
we caught a very tired hockey
learn," salt Caps' Coach Milt
Schmidt, who went on to praise




Ducks Unlimited will meet at
730 p.m. Monday at the
Triangle Inn.
The group will finalize plans
for the banquet which will be
held Nov. 12.
All interested duck hunters,
,kildlife lovers and other in-
vested persons are invited to
a:tend the meeting.
Last week's lug was 9-4,
moving the season record to 56-
22 for .718.
The picks:
Giants 24, San Diego 10
The Chargers, averaging six
points per game, are just what
the G tants need right now. What
he Chargers need is a healthy
Don Woods, who, unfortunately,
is finished for the season.
Cincinnati 14, Pittsburgh 3
Defense is the name of the
game here. The Steelers lead
the league, allowing only 61
points in six games. The
Bengals have permitted just 70.
Go with Cincinnati's Kenny
Anderson, developing into the
best quarterback in the NFL.
Dallas 26, Washington 20
Coach Tom Landry calls his
shotgun -The Spread" but
names aren't important. What
counts is that Roger Staubach is
making it work for the
Cowboys, who'll need
everything they can muster to
beat the tough old Redskins.
Houston 28, Kansas City 20
Would you believe Houston's
onetime whipping boys have
won 11 of their last 14 games
over two seasons, including a 5-
1 start this year? The streak
continues this week against the
surprising Chiefs, who lost
three, won three, and are now
due to lose three more.
Oakland 31, Denver 17
The bottom is beginning to
fall out for the Broncos, who
keep running out of healthy
bodies. Meanwhile, the Raiders
seem to have put things back
together with last week's
shutout of San Diego.
Miami 34, Chicago 10
,The Dolphins are sky high
after winning last week's war
against Buffalo to take over the
AFC East lead. Pity the poor
Bears, who happen to be in the
wrong place this week.
Minnesota 17, Green Bay 13
The Vikings aren't awesome.
They just keep winning, doing
enough of the right things every
week to stay undefeated. The
Packers are improving, but
What better place is
there to talk about the
delicious taste of Burger
Queen Chicken, than at the
scene of the bite! Lots of
restaurants talk about their
crispy chicken, and their
crunchy chicken But. Burger
Queen chicken is so good and
scrumptious on the inside, and still
cnspy and crunchy on the outside.
So we've found a delicious new word
to describe it CRISCHUMSIOUSt
they're not in Minnesota's class
quite Yet,
San Francisco A, Detroit 7
You have to pick against a
team that lust its first-string
and second-string quarterbacks
in the same game a week ago.
Only against San Francisco
could te Lions even have a
chance right now.
Buffalo 38, N. Y. Jets 24
The prospects are
frightening. 0. J. Simpson
against a defense that has given
up 31 points per game. The key
question is whether Simpson
will gain 1,000 yards before the
Jets give up 200 points. The Jet
defense has the edge. It needs to
allow just 10 points. Simpson
needs 89 yards.
St. Louis 24, New England 7
Seeing is believing and now
that the Pro Picker has seen St.
Louis, he believes the Car-
dinals. Multi-talented Terry
Metcalf and Mel Gray will give
the Patriots' secondary tits.
Baltimore 20, Cleveland 10
Will the Browns ever wo,
another football game'
Someday, maybe, but not !his
week. The young Colts are
getting better and better.
New Orleans 17, Atlanta 7
Invariably, a new coach lifts a
team, at least temporarily.
Ernie Hefferle should be able to
do that in the Saints. Playing
the Falcons won't hurl ei'her.
Los Angeles 21, Philadelphia 14
Rams are , on a five-game
winning streak 'hat shouldn" be
disturbed by 'he Eagles. Los
Angeles has a habi. of playing
only as well as it has 'o and • hat
might keep this one closer than
it shoul,d be.
The shoot will begin Saturday at 10:00 a, .m. until dark, Sun-





















































































"Western Kentucky captured the Ohio
Valley Conference cross country title this
morning in Richmond."
Don't be surprised if you hear that an-
nouncement Saturday afternoon in Stewart
Stadium when the football Racers host
Eastern Kentucky.
There are no such things as upsets in cross
country. The best always wins.
Last year, the Hilltoppers finished second
in the nation and Nick Rose claimed the
national championship. This year, it's been a
bit different for the 'Toppers.
Rose has been injured for much of the
season as have Tony Staynings and Chris
Ridler. But even without those three, the
Hilltoppers have still been able to win all but
one of their meets.
With Rose and Riddier both out, Western
won a dual meet 22-34 over Murray State. And
since Murray is expected to be one of the
teams battling for the runnerup position
Saturday, then you can assume there's just no
way anybody is going to beat the 'Toppers.
Winning the conference title is routine for
Western. But the national title has eluded
them now for the past two years. Coach Jerry
Bean has not been taking any chances letting
his superstars rest their injuries and con-
centrating more of the Regional NCAA meet
which will come later next month.
For Murray State, the best finish would be
second. The worst could be fourth or fifth.
Sophomore Brian Rutter had been pacing the
Racers all season. Suddenly, in the last few
meets, his times have increased by over a
minute and he's been running third or fourth
for Murray.
East Tennessee would now have to be given
a slight edge over Murray for second. The
rest of ths league will be a tossup.
Baseball Changes
There have been some changes in the
Murrsy_ Basehall Association. A youngster




The biggest change is that the Kentucky
League will no longer have players of Little
League ages on their rosters. Hare lailear at
the new system:
Park League will now be for seven and
eight-year olds, Kentucky League for nine
and 10, Little League for 11 and 12, Pony
League for 13 and 14 and Colt League for 15
and 16.
The 1-Ball League will have players who
are five and six-years old
Parents are asked to please note the form
which runs of this page today and take the
time to rill it out.
Rapping At Rudy's
ff you want to get in a good sports con-
versation, then go to Rudy's for lunch.
That seems to be about the only thing
people talk about. And believe it or not, most
of the folks seem to think Murray State is
going to 4110 off an upset over Eastern
Saturday.:"
It is possible, but not probable. But as you
well know, anything can happen, especially in
Stewart Stadium. And if you are planning on
staying at home and working in the yard,
forget it.
The leaves will always be there but it's not
every day you have the opportunity to see the
number two team in the country play. And of
course, if there's an upset, it's even better.
For the informal readers, here's a bit more
of the talk at Rudy's:
—Everyone's talking about how the Murray
State basketball team is going to be. The
general feeling is the Racers will have a much
better season than they did last year. Of
course, that was the same feeling a year ago
so let's not get too hoped up.
—Another big topic is high school basket-
ball. Folks seem to think Murray High may
well wind pp in the State Tournament.
Calloway County fans are saying if they had
one big man, they could be in for an out-
standing season.
—There are a lot more people talking about
girl's basketball now than there were a year
ago. The word is here thai Calloway County
might well have the best girl's team in the
immediate area.
Haywood Adapting Well
To Playing For Knicks
By HOWARD SNIffir—
AP Sports Writer
Spencer Haywood, the newest
Knick, can't wait to get out of
tbwn.
Haywood, the object of media
overkill since coming to the
Knicks from Seattle one day
before the start of the National
Basketball Association season,
is looking forward to New
York's five-game road trip to
the West Coast next week just to
get some time to himself.
"I was just overwhelmed by
the whole New York ex-
perience," said the soft-spoken
Haywood. "The whole New
York thing has had me up in the
air. I think when we get on the
road I'll have some time to calm
down."
Haywood has been looking








The sooner you cell,





each outing and Thursday night
he looked downright com-
fortable scoring 26 points and
pulling down 11 rebounds as
New York beat Kansas City 117-
113.
"I felt better tonight, more
relaxed," he said. "You can't do
anything unless you're relaxed.
I came here with a lot of ideas
about changing numbers and
what not, but it's not going to be
like that.
"I'm just going to play my
heart out and try to win for the
Knicks and then go home and
try to live my own life."
Cleveland beat Chicago 108-91
in the only other NBA game
played Thursday night. San
Antonio edged San Diego 102-100
in the lone American Basetball
Association contest.
Haywood scored 10 points and
pulled down seven rebounds in
the first quarter for the Knicks,
but ran into foul trouble and was
less effective the rest of the
way.
The Kings, trailing 26-14 late
in the first period, rallied
behind speedy Nate Archibald
to go ahead 55-54 at the half.
Archibald scored 19 points in
the first half. He added 14 more
in the third period but Walt
Frazier and reserve center Neal
Walk led the Knicks to an 85-82
lead after three and the Kings
never caught up. Haywood and
John Gianelli sank tow free
throws each in the final minute
to ice it for New York.
Frazier scored 32 points and
Earl Monroe and Walk had 16
each for the Knicks. Archibald
finished with 35 points, only two
in the final period, and Scott
Wedman added 25 for the losers.
New York is 2-3 while Kansas
City is winless in three tries.
Cavaliers 108, Balls 91
Bingo Smith scored 22 points
as Cleveland won its first game
in three outings. The Cavs
pulled away in the second half
and led by as many as 19 points
late in the game. Dick Snyder
added 17 points for Cleveland
while Bob Love topped Chicago
Janice Wilkinson
My name is lost on the ballot but,
the best for the City of Kozel will be
the first 'nil mind ifl ono elected to the
liozel City Council.
JANICE WILKINSON
Year Vets will be appreciated!
TI,,. pr••.1 I.., h. Iwo,. If
with 17.
Spurs 102, Sails 100
Larry Kenon's 15-foot jump
shot with 22 seconds left gave
San Antonio its margin of
victory. James Silas topped the
Spurs with 29 points, George
Gervin added 23 and Kenon had




Pro Football At A Glance
By The Associated Press
NFL
Saturday's Game




Buffalo at New York Jets
Cleveland at Baltimore
Miami at Chicago
Minnesota at Green Bay
Houston at Kansas City
Atlanta at New Orleans
New England at St. Louis
Oakland at Denver
Detroit at San Francisco
Dallas at Washington
Monday's Game
Los Angeles at Philadelphia,
Second-Rated Team In Country In Stewart Stadium Saturday
C ing Time: Murray
Meet Saturday Undirdogs With Eastern
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's a new show that
debuts Saturday.
It's called "Cry along with
Bill." It's similar to the old
"Sing along with Mitch"
program that was on television
a few years ago. But instead of
following the bouncing ball, you
just watch the bouncing tear-
drop and cry along, er make
that sing along.
But as Freddie Fender's song
goes, "Before The Next
Teardrop Falls," let's see why
Murray State football coach Bill
Furgerson is crying:
—Number one, Furgerson
had four assistant coaches at
the beginning of the season. For
Saturday's game in Stewart
Stadium with Eastern Ken-
tucky, he'll only have two. It
was discovered two of the
assistant coaches still had a
year's eligibility left so they'll
be playing Saturday, reason
being that the Racers have so
many injuries they need to fill a
few extra suits just to look like
an entire football team.
—Number two, Eastern
Kentucky is undefeated and
ranked second in the nation in
the latest Division II College
Poll of the Associated Press.
—Number three, Eastern has
the most potent offensive team
in the OVC and unless the Racer
defense is more than its usual
superb, the offense will have to
have a super day.
—Number four, the Murray
State offense hasn't had a super
day in so long that instead of
having "The Old Gray Mare"
for the theme song, the MSU
band is going to play -Precious
Memories."
—Number five, there's a
chance it might be cloudy
Saturday and all the prayers
might not be able to get up past
the low cloud ceiling.
There probably isn't a foot-
ball expert in the country that
would give the Racers a chance
in the game. Most experts
would say the chance is about as
great as that of George
McGovern winning the election
of 1972 on a recount.
There is of course one hope:
The Eastern bus drive might
get lost on the way down and
MURRAY BASEBALL ASSOCIATION
APPLICATICN FORM
liba Old Will You Be On August 1, 1976?_
Your Name 
Date of Birth
What League Did You Play In Last Year?
Parent/Guardian
Would Your Father Be Willin
Mail To:
Jamie Washer, 110 Broach Avenue, MUrray,






Johntaxi Gro. 23 8
Murray Ins 24 12
Beauty Box 23 13
Corvette Lanes 11 15
Jerry's Restaurant 21 16
Luidy's . U 13
Peoples Bank IS 20
Bank of Murray 12 23
S3iirky's  III X
Dennison Heed 7 29




High Them Game (HC)
Johnson Gre.   1010.
Beauty Box  1016
Johnson Gro 976




High Team Series (HC)
Johnson Gro 2906
landy's 3141
Bank of Murray T771
High lad. Game (SC)
Barbara Alexander 219
Mete Burnham  in
Marge Manama 









Barbers Alexander  656
Debbie=  635










Jets Win Again Behind
Another Daley Shutout
By The Associated Press
Joe Daley was his usual
modest self as he recorded his
third shutout in his last four
games.
"All the defensemen are
playing super," Daley allowed
after the Wnnipeg Jets blanked
the Cincinnati Stinger 4-0 in a
World Hockey Association
game Thursday night.
"Everyone on the team is
playing as a unit and they're all
a big part of this club," he said.
"Last year we lacked that
togetherness at times."
Goals by Bobby Hull at 18 : 47
and Peter Sullivan at 19:39 in
the second period, broke open a
tight net-minding duel between
Daly and Cincinnati's Norm
Lapointe. Anders Hedberg and
Norm Beaudin added the other
Winnipeg goals in the third
period.
Acres 4, Mariners 2
Houston goalie Ron Grahame
stopped 36 shots and defen-
seman John Schella contributed
a goal and an assist, putting the
game away at 16:25 of the final
stanza when he fired a shot at
the mid-ice red line and the
puck bounced by Mariner goalie
Ernie Wakely.
Roadrunners 3, Spurs 2
Michel Cormier and Can;
Connor hit the net nine seconds
apart in the first period and
Robbie Ftorek clinched the
Phoenix victory with an easy
goald midway through the third
period.
Cowboys 7, Racers 5
Both Danny Lawson of
Calgary and Randy Wyrozub of
Indianapolis scored hat tricks,
as the Cowboys, leading 6-2 at
one point in the second period,
nearly had their advantage
erased when the Racers roared
'back with four consecutive
goals in the second and third
periods.
Joe Ricrjas of Independence,
Mo., will captain West point's
1975-76 rifle team.
Address
wind up in downtown Possum
Trot and the Racers could win
the game on a forfeit if the
Colonels didn't show up in time.
"Our defense will have to
have its best game of the year.
The offense will have to have its
best game of the year. And even
at that, we still might not win
the game," Furge.son said.
Furgerson said that Eastern
Kentucky is a team without a
weakness. And the Colonels'
statistics would seem to bare
that out.
Quarterback Ernie House is
the second leading passer in the
'onference, behind Mike Hobbie
.f the Racers. Steve Hess is
.eading the league in punt
returns, Elmo Boyd is the top
receiver in the league, Earl
Cody (placekickeri is the
leading scorer in the league as
he has rushed for nine touch-
downs.
Eastern opened the season by
defeating Wisconsin-Oshkosh
42-7 then the Colonels defeated
Dayton 30-24 before being tied
10-10 by Chattanooga.
After the tie, the Colonels
have been near-unbeatable.
To Assist In Some Caw. i ty? Yes  No
Kentucky 42071; or
Road, 14Urray, Kentucky 42071
They defeated East Tennessee
21-14, Austin Peay 49-0, Middle
Tennessee 34-24, and then last
Saturday, gained the league
lead by whipping Western
Kentucky 14-7.
For most of the season, the
Colonels have been without the
services of super tailback
Everett Talbert. The leading
rusher in the conference
last year, Talbert has been
sidelined with an ankle injury
and has just 315 yards this
season in five games.
But his replacement, Scott
McCallister, has 534 yards and
that total puts him third in the
conference. However, against
Western, McCallister suffered a
shoulder injury and will be out
of the rest of the season.
"Even with McCallister out
and if Talbert doesn't play, they
are still explosive on the
ground. They have six people
who have rushed for over 100
yards this season," Furgerson
What would happen
to your valuables if
your house burned?
l'ort Nivail(1 use your Safi'
aposi tii())c .1( )r
\,,.riltircling all you,. 1.i/11411)1es.
It costs no mt )n. to do p.
(-)VOk the list /NI() It% Delays
call 1)c yen' costly. I)() it
now, .1; )1- tiuvimuin securilv




Murray had only one costly
injury last week. Linebacker
Kevin Whitfield, who missed a
couple of games earlier in the
season with a knee injury, in-
jured his other knee last w eek in
the 10-10 lie at East Tennessee
and will miss the game against
the Colonels.
-There are upsets every
week. All I can say is that our
people will do everything they
can do," Furgerson said of the
1:30 p. m. clash with eastern.
The halftime program ( if the
Racers are behind) will consist
of a medley of country and
western tear-jerker songs.
HOCKEY
ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis
Blues acquired veteran center
Derek Sanderson from the New
York Rangers for a first-round
pick in the 1977 National Hockey
League amateur draft.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, loaded, new car trade in.
1973 Buick Centurion Convertible, low mileage.
1971 PonUac Grand Prix, low mileage, loaded, new car
trade in.
1964 Oldsmobile 442, four in the floor, red as a fox.
Some 1975's left at low, low prices




-sodded ailleassai An Our
lelle West Mel - 733-531S
Safe Deposit Boxes
Are Now Available
at the University Branch
•
Bank ofFDIC Murray





- AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—
Two southeast football teams in
the poverty class as far as
scoring goes meet Saturday
when Tulane is the guest for
Kentucky's homecoming.
Tulane, 4-3, has averaged
only 11 points a game this
season and Kentucky is only
slightly over 12.
-We've done pretty well for a
lot of teams in that predicment
lack of scoring this year, but
this week we're going to try to
do something for ourselves,"
Kentucky Coach Fran Curci
said.
Tulane Coach Bennie
Ellender isn't impressed with
Kentucky's lack of scoring,
since the Wildcats have won the
statistical battle against six of
their seven opponents, even
though Kentucky has won only
one game.
"Kentucky has had a lot of
tough breaks all year long and
that scares us, because one of
these weeks they are going to
really explode," Ellender said.
Curci said Tulane's greatest
forte is its defense, "headed by
Mark Olivari, who seems to be
everywhere on the field at
once."
Olivari, a 6-foot, 205-pound
senior from New Orleans,
"could be an All-American.
He's just a super player," Curd
said.
The Tulane brochure quotes
Ellender as saying Olivari got
mixed up in a drill in spring
practice ''and ran over the
wrong man. That wrong man
was Me.
"What hurt is when I looked
up and saw him standing over
me like this," Ellender said,
raising his arms in mock
Olivari fashion after a crushing
conquest.
"I know that he has been
paying attention to our staff, but
he didn't have to yell at rue 'Get
up, get up, you're not hurt!"
Ellender said.
Curci said he expects Tulane
to do more passing than any
team Kentucky has played this
year.
"We expected Maryland to
pass a lot, but they got ahead
and sat on the ball," Curci said.
Kentucky finished in a 10-10 tie
with the Terps.
"But Tulane will test our
secondary as they have never
been tested before," Curci said.
Kentucky will be without its
giant defensive end, sophomore
Art Still, who was injured in a
practice session this week and
is out for the season. Also
missing for the Wildcats will he
defensive tackle Bob Winkle, in
SALE!
Begins Friday
2000 up to ' 2 off
??,0 Ses Sportswear pierces
von Ploses Sweaters iewory
Marcile's
Fashions
It 16 ( ukltt,iler Rudd
the hospital with an un-
diagnosed disease that has lost
him 22 pounds in recent days.
Tqlane's Kit Bonvillian, a
senior linebacker, may be out of
action Saturday, and tackle
Mike Korf, a 249-pound senior,
is definitely on the sidelines
with a twisted knee.
Kentucky's defensive cor-
nerback and kickoff return
specialist, Mike Siganos, is still
a question mark with sprains of
the left knee and left ankle.
Freshman Bill Tolston, with a
new passing technique learned
only this week, will make his
second start as Kentucky
quarterback, while Wildcat
running back Sonny Collins will
make a bid to boost his standing




There will be no open
scrimmage by the Murray State
basketball Racers this Saturday
night.
For the past two Saturdays,
the Racers have been having
the open scrimmages, free to
the public, at 7:30 p.m.
Coach Fred Overton and
assistant coach Jim Calvin will
both be out of town this
weekend, thus the scrimmage
will not be held this week.
Saints Hunting
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
There were reports today that
Ray -i1014eald, defensive
coordinaUfA1519(12*.Angeles
Rams, is being sought as the
new head coach of the New
Orleans Saints of the National
Football League.
WVUE-TV of New Orleans
said Saints owner John Mecom
Jr. has asked the Rams for
permission to negotiate with
Malavasi, who has more than
two decades of coaching ex-
perience.
Before joining the Rams in
1973, Malavasi was in charge of
Oakland's linebackers for two
years.
Mecom fired Coach - John,
North Monday, the day after the
Saints dropped their fifth game





Located across from the
Post Office at
102 N. Market —lighting inc.
Downtown Paris
...... ...... .... ....... ..... .......
D openinG............. .......  .......
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 1st
10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
To help celebrate, we are having a
1c SALE on our
special—Boudoir Lamps
BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE
AND PAY ONLY lc FOR  ANOTHER
(LIMITED SUPPLY ONLY)
P.S. — If you are early - - -
"BEFORE 12 NOON"
and we are sold out, we will honor this
ad and order your lamps
(BOUDOIR ONLY)
SPECIAL ---
Beautiful selection of 38" to 42" TABLE LAMPS
2 FOR '2200
Two other specials on our "POPULAR-STYLES" at un-
believeable prices — PLUS 20% OFF on any lamp in
our store other than specials. Gift certificates available.
I. an early bird, these make excellent Christmas gifts.
4
S




By The Associated Press
The college football spotlight




ranked third, put their unbeaten
records on the line against
traditional foes.
The Sooners, 7-0 this season,
will be gunning for their 28th
straight victory when they visit
Oklahoma State at Stillwater.
The Cowboys, 5-2 and ranked
19th, tuned up for the game with
a 35-19 shelling of Kansas last
week.
Steve Davis runs Oklahoma's
awesome wishbone attack and
All-American halfback Joe
Washington is the prime
weapon. Charlie Weatherbie is
due back from an injury for
State but sophomore Scott
Burk, considered a better
runner, may start anyway.
Nebraska, at 7-0 off to its best
start since 1971, visits powerful
Missouri, 5-2 and rated 121.h. If
comparative scores mean
anything, the Tigers could be in
for a long afternoon. The
Cornhuskers routed Colorado
63-21 a week ago while Missouri
lost to Colorado 31-20 earlier in
the season.
But comparative scores don't
usually mean much in the Big
Eight and Missouri can be tough
on a given afternoon as
evidenced by its stunning 20-7
upset of Alabama in the season
opener.
Oklahoma is rated a little
more than a two-touchdown
choice against State and
Nebraska is favored by six
points against Missouri.
In other games involving the
top 20, No. 1 Ohio State hosts
Indiana; No. 4 Southern Cal
visits California; fifth-rated
Texas A&M plays at Arkansas;
No. .-6 Alabama meets
Mississippi State at Jackson,
Miss.; No. 7 Michigan tackles
Minnesota; No. 8 Texas plays
SMU; ninth-ranked Penn State
take son No. 14 Maryland and
No. 10 Arizona State meets
Utah.
Middlesboro And Owensboro
Still Perfect, Mayfield Wins
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)—
Middlesboro and Owensboro did
it their way Thursday night and
both remained unbeaten in high
school football.
Middlesboro, 10-0 and the No.
1 team in State AA, walloped
Pineville 39-20. Owensboro, 9-0
and ranked second in State
AAAA, scored its only touch-
down on its first play of the
game and made it stand up for a
7-6 win over Owensboro Apollo.
In other games Thursday
night that involved ranked
teams, No. 3 Mayfield of State
AA crushed Webster County 33-
0 while third-ranked Frankfort
of State A dumped Lexington
Henry Clay 14-6.
Billy Hamblin ran for three
touchdowns and quarterback
Jay Welch ran for one and
passed for another as Mid-
dlesboro rolled easily to its
tenth win. The Yellow Jackets
led 33-6 at halftime and coasted
in the second half.
Owensboro didn't coast for a
second in the narrow win over
Apollo that assured Owensboro
of a spot in the playoffs.
J. T. Buck roared 58 yards for
the touchdown and Chuck Lacey
kicked the extra point to give
Owensboro the points it needed
to clinch Class AAAA's District
Two, Region One title.
Apollo missed a chance to tie,
and later win, the game when
kicker Brent Jones missed an
extra point attempt and then,
with 54 seconds remaining, was
wide left on a field goal attempt.
In games tonight involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 1 St. Xavier travels to
Lexington Bryan Station, No. 2
Bishop David meets No. 3
Trinity, No. 4 Jefferstown
tackles Valley and No. 5
DeSales opposes Louisville
Central.
—State AAAA: No. 1 Ashland
meets Covington Catholic, No. 3
Paducah Tilghman hosts
Christian County, No. 4
Lexington Tates Creek is at
Corbin, the fourth-ranked State
AA team, and No. 5 Bowling
Green is at Hopkinsville.
—State AAA: No. 1 Ft.
Thomas Highlands hosts
Covington Holmes, No. 2
Franklin-Simpson entertains
Warren Central, No. 3 Shelby
County is at Oldham County,
Campbell County is at No. 4
Erlanger Lloyd and No. 5
Glasgow meets Allen County.
—State AA: No. 2 Somerset
hosts Harrison County and No. 5
Scott County meets Mon-
tgomery County.
—State A: No. 1 Harrodsburg
visits Berea, No. 2 Heath hosts
Russellville, No. 4 Richmond
Madison entertains Paris and
Bellevue is at No. 5 Ludlow.
Appointed
MONTREAL (AP) — Hugo de
Pot, artistic director of the
Quebec Modern Ballet Troupe,
has been appointed official
choreographer for the opening
and the closing ceremonies of
the Summer Olympic Games.
The Games open July 17 and
close Aug. 1.
I PARKER FORD, Inc.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
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MSD -TV (CHANNEL 11) PROGRAM SCHEDULE









































































1. Clell Peterson, Birds of Western Kentucky
2. MSU Artist
3. Speech and Theatre as communication
1. Book Review by George Perkins
2. Gene Hum n & Stamps
Wednesday 1. History in Peripective
Nov 5 2. Dan Harrison, MSU Economist
• - -
Thursday 1. Murray High School Sports
Nov 6 2. MSU Political Scientist




1. Margaret Trevathan & Library Corner
2. Rev. Jerry Hendley, Assembly of God




Ashland . WKAS 25 Owenton WKON 52
Bowling Green WKG8 53 Pikeville  vviKPI 22
Covington . WCVN 54 Somerset  WKSO 29
Elizabethtown WKZT 23
Hazard ... • TRANSLATORS
tifsreiotoii:Ribir;Zsa ''''' TflirKitt 43: -BarbOteteille 12
Louisville WKIAJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
Madisonville  VVKMA 35 Louisa  . 
10
Morehead WKMR 38 Pineville  
8
Murray-Mayfield WKMU 21 Whitesburg  73
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Eastern/Central Time
6:00/5:00 THE TRIBAL EYE:





8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: "Shoulder to Shoul-
der: Outrage"
10:00/9:00 THE ASCENT OF




ISTICS IN LEARNING DIS-











6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES:
”GraTITIer IV Pronouns"
7:00/6.00 OPEN MATH





FORUM: "Free Press vs. Fair
Trial by Jury-The Sheppard
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL IN: "Topic-TBA"
10:00/9:00 5 STRING BREAK-
DOWN: BASIC BANJO
10:30/9- 30 KY, GED SERIES:














6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Grammar IV Pronouns"
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RELA-





World Turned Upside Down"
8:30/7:30 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT: "Pleasures and
Pitfalls: The Truth About
Condominiums"
9:00/8:00 THE ASCENT OF










3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RE,









6:30/530 KY, GED SERIES:
"Grammar V. Verbs"
7:00/6:00 OPEN MATH
7:30/6:30 MAN AND ENVI-
RONMENT






10:30/9:30 LI yAS, TOGA
n*Cff
or A National D
ialogue on
the American Experience
Everybody's talking about NPR's
American Issues Radio Forum.
And everybody s talking on
this bicentennial series where
you re the special guest.
Join us for this month's program
Certain Unalienable Rights
Individual liberties vs common good
•
live earieseride eall-ki program Salmerbse, November 1, from II.. es fe I
 a. N.-
WILAIS-HA 91.3 stereo, the Voice of Memoir State thtiyersity.
0- This series is made possible by a grant from













6:00/5:00 FACE THE STU-
DENTS
6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Grammar V: Verbs"
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RELA-








IN DRAMA: "The Rivals"
9:00/8:00 CLASSIC THE-






3:30/2:30 p.m. KY. GED SE-






































12:30/11:30 OURSTOR Y :
"The World Turned Upside
Down-
, 1:00/12:00 p.m. DRAW MAN




IN DRAMA: "The sleazes"
2:30/1,30 CLASSIC T4E-
AIRE: THE HUMANITIES
IN DRAMA: "The Rivals"
4 30/3 . 30 CINEMA SHOW
CASE




6:30/5:30 NEW SHAPES: ED-
UCATION
7:00/6:00 FIRING LINE: "The




8:30/7:30 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: MARK RUSSELL
COMEDY SPECIAL
9:00/8:00 SPECIAL OF THE





BLAIR, Neb. ( AP) - The
world's first memorial to the
late tenor Lauritz Melchior will
be dedicated at Dana College
here.
Melchior, a Dane, visited the
campus on a number of occa-
sions, sang with the Dana Choir
and was awarded an honorary
doctor of music degree in 1968.
After Melchior's death in
1973, his son, lb, determined
that Melchior's personal music
library should be housed on the
Dana campus. The memorial
will also contain a variety of
iterns from Melchior's life and
career. Included in the Mel-
chior Collection are music
scores, records, tapes, scrap-
books, photographs, paintings,
letters, notes, big game
trophies, a costume, decora-
tions and awards. Since the
geation of the Melchior me-
morial was announced, friends




NEW YORK AP) - The Je-
rusalem Symphony is making
Its first American tour, from
Oct. 9 in Montreal to Nov. 25 in
South Bend, Ind.
The orchestra was founded in
1936 with the establishment of
the broadcasting station, Kol
Yerushalayern -- the Voice of
Israel. It has put special em-
phasis on major contemporary
works and Israeli artists and
compositions.
At present, there are 80
members, 22 recent immigrants
from Russia, five from Rou-
mania and 12 from the United
States and Canada. Half of the
latter are women.
Principal conductor, I,ukas
Foss, LS 140 . codirector •of the
Buffalo Cesiter for the Creative







7:00 - Channel 3 - -The
New, Original Wonder
Woman", a science fiction
that is set during World
War II years. Runs 90 min.
8:30 - Channel 3- "Hey,
I'm Alive", a drama of two
survivors of a plane crash.
Runs 90 min.
10:30- Channel 12- "The
Clones" Four government
scientists are the leading
roles in this science fiction.
Runs 1 hr. 55 min.
12:00 - Channel 3 -
"Looking for Love", a
comedy starring Connie




7:00 - Channel 6 -
"Hurricane Hannah", an
all-Disney documentary.
Runs 50 min. _
7:50 - Channel 6 - "The
Absent-Minded Professor",
a Walt Disney comedy.
Runs 2 hrs. 10 min.
SUNDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 29 -
"Night Rider", a Western.
Runs 60 min.
8:00 - Chaim' 3 - "You
Only Live Twice", a James
Bond adventure, staged in
Japan. Runs 2 hrs. 30 min.
10:30 - Channel 6 - "The
Quiller Memorandum", an
English drama in which
George Segal is cast as an
American agent.
10:45 - Channel 3 -
"Gigi", an adaptation of
• the Lerner and Loewe
musical, in Paris at the





8:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Owl and the Pussycat", a
comedy starring Barbra
Streisand. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12- "The
Affair". Natalie Wood and
Robert Wagner have a
romantic involvement in
this drama. Runs 90
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Death Squad", a crime
drama about a group of
policemen who are militant
and execute criminals who
have been released
technically. Runs 90 min.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 3 -
"Satan's Triangle", a
drama with supernatural
tones. Stars Kim Novak as




7:00 - Channel 6 -
"Beyond the Bermuda
Triangle". A honeymoon
couple is lost in the Atlantic
in this drama. Stars Fred
MacMurray. Runs 90 min.
8:00 - Channel 12 - "Mr.
Majestyk", a crime drama
starrimg Charles Bronson
as a Colorado farmer Runs
2 hrs.
8:30 - Channel 6- "The
Silence," the drama of a
West Point cadet who broke
the Honor Code, Runs 90
min.
10:30 - Channel 12- "The
Last Grenade", an ad-
venture story of romance




11:45 a.m. - Channel 3
'Nebraska vs. Missouri
2:30 p.m. - Channel 12
- NFL Game of the Week
3:00 p.m. - Channel 3'
College Football




12 noon - Channel 12 -
Minnesota Vikings vs.
Green Bay Packers
1:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
College Football 1975
1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Dolphins vs. Bears
3:00 p.m. - Channel 12
- Dallas Cowboys vs.
Wash. Redskins
MONDAY SPORTS
8:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Los Angeles Rams vs. Phil
Eagles
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 1, 1975 SCHEDULE













































6:00 Hee His 
7:00 Jeffersans


















11 00 Unc. Crock

































10 00 Far Out
10 30 Ghost Bust.
11:00 Dinosaurs........ .1._

















1 30 Late Show
•
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 2, 1975 SCHEDULE





























































































8:46 Pastor Spks. 6:00 3:ItSem.
7700 Am Aap.,eiv.,'-17.--aaibin A marker 5101.6 .-
C. Tipton
7:00 Today Sit. 6:30 Breakfast
9:00 J. L•Lanne 7:00 Bozo 5:33
6:00 News











9:00 M. Douglas 7:55 
Dorinda
Wheel Fort.
1000 High Roll, 9:30 Price Right



















10:00 Now See It
10:30 Love Life
12:00 News Beat

































ealpo Big Valley 2:00 Price Hight
4:30 P. Mason Mug, Chairs 3:3014 - TI,Matinee 'News • . l 
230 Meech Galas





__P • Ecologi, 
. 
3:00 Gentle Ben
4:00 F 'Soul Troin I ntretion 3-30 GlIfIgen




5:30 News 5:30 News
5:46 Scoreboard 6.00 News
11:30 Marble 6,00 New,
Nov. 3-7 Only
TVGUIDEMONDAYEVENING,NOVEMBER3,1975SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3- •








































TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 4, 1975 SCHEDULE 1
















































wPsD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WIAC-5 .....
6 30 Nosh. Music































12 30 PT L Club
6.30 Tell Truth
7.00 T Orlando
0, nnv vs. Cannon
9:00 K. McShane
10.00 News
101 30 P Mason
11 -30 Movie
TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 6, 1975 SCHEDULE
wPsD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WLAC-5

















7:00 P L y reie




















IV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 7, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFIP5-12 WSIL 3 WNGE-2 WLAC-5







12 00 Mid Spec
6 X/ B Owens


























• 10:00 News •
40...3/3„fronside
11 313 Movie
1 30 Movie ,
saarathOO
4
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PROGRAM INFORMATION
tulims-fms" Your Intidcuaes IDtreoscope
FRI. OCT. 31






VA—Midday Classics 1M F1
4 00—All Things Considered (7
days a week)
5 - 30--Op•ions (M F1
6.45—WKMS FM Evening News
(M F)




9:30 --Focus on Health
10 1—American Issues Radio
Forum. Certain Unalienable
Rights—individual liberties
vs. •he common good.
1:30—Racer Football: Eastern
Kentucky vs. MSU






Policy: A New War Between
'he States?
SUN NOV. 2
8:00—Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8.30—Clear Creek Country
8:45—God's News„ Behind the
News
9-10—Sonata de Camera
10 noon—Das Alte Werk
Noon 1—States of the Union:
Tennessee
1-2—Folk Music & Bernstein:
"Blues from the Country
(Part 1)"
5:30—Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand








7130—Quad State Choral Festival
(live) Robert Baar, director.
9:00—Folk Festival USA: "San
Diego (Pt. I)" Is! program
from the 1975 San Diege Folk
Festival features per-
formances by Martin, Bogan,
& the Armstrongs, the Wright
Brothers, W. B Reid, plus lots
More. 2nd program from !his
event will be heard next week.
TUES. NOV. 4
9:00—Music & :he Spoken Word
'9:30—Here's to Veterans
erow.--lia,t1tse_rn.... •
7-8—Firing Line with William• F.
Buckley
8.00—NPR Recital Hall: features







Public Office" Guest: James
David Barber, au•hor of The
Presidential Predicting




7-9—From *he Record Library





9:00—Earplay '75 Radio Theatre
"No Knocking On People's
Doors" by Katherine Kennedy
Noon—Methodist Hour
5:30—Options




















featuring •hree jazz per-








8:00—Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8. 30—Clear Creek Country




Noon—States of the Union:
"Ohio"
1-2—Folk Music & Bernstein:
"Blues from the Country
(Part 11)-






5:30—Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand
6.308—From the Record Library
8:00—Exxon-New York
Philharmonic Concert
The United Mithimfist WININII of the First Methodist
Church will present their awn* "CHRISTMAS BAZAAR"
mid LUNCHEON on Tuesday Novenibm. 11 in the Basement
of the Church. News for the "BAZAAR" we from 10:00
▪ to 4:00 p.m. mid 7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Plants, Arts and Crafts, Homebaked Goodies, Attic
Treasures, Toys, Books and Good Used Clothing will be
featured in the various booths.
Z-Brick is so easy to
install, all you need are
a few simple tools. But





• Not a plastic, plaster
or pretend.
• Use indoors and
outdoors.
• Many types and colors.













FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1. 197
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Much can be accomplished in
both the planning and doing
stage. It need not be all work or
business. Include social and
personal matters in your
program.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
A day for forethought. Give
all your activities your de luxe
treatment. Smile through
possible pressing moments.
Earnest efforts will bring
reward.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1111011P
Several avenues of activity
will be open to you. Be selective
in your choice. Don't waste time
on unproductive undertakings.
CANCER





and perseverance. You have
much to gain.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23).12{4z
Avoid excesses and worry.
Also, remember that high-
pressure methods and a hard-
sell attitude can upset others, so
emphasize serenity and ease of
manner.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1111%.
Stellar influences fairly
generous but you could fall
short of the mark, nevertheless,
if not careful. Study new trends




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All
If you seem to run into more
snags than usual, immediately
check, and recheck, if need be.
There's no sense in repeating
errors or clinging to previous
misconceptions.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni,e1V•
Don't be overly aggressive, of
course, but you may have to
speak up firmly now, especially
in support of worthwhile causes.
Don't hesitate. Your reputation
for trustworthiness will make
others listen.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid involved situations and
decipher ambiguous statements
slowly enough to prevent
errors. Clear the atmosphere so
as to make sound decisions.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ti4
Some requests may annoy,
but think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run — and
bring you happiness as well.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences stimulate
your artistic abilities and
promise happy personal rela-
tionships. Let the other fellow
know that you value his good
will.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't believe everything you
hear now, but look for the truth
and, when you find it, recognize,
respect it. Rumors may be
spread deliberately.




Sign, Scorpio, has given the
world many highly original
people — brilliant scientists,
- clever inventors, outstanding
writers and musicians. You are
BOOMPS IN THE NIGHT
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Weird
tales and ancient superstitions
surround the celebration of Hal-
loween in the British Isles. The
devil himself supposedly ap-
pears on the Scottish Highland
moors at Halloween — wearing
a tartan kilt and playing "The
Death March" on bagpipes or
clicking castanets made of hu-
man bones, reports Hallmark
historian Sally Hopkins.
Country folk in Ireland would
protect animals in the fields
against ghosts by putting
around their necks bells that
had been blessed. There's also
an ancient myth in England
that if you eat a crust of bread
last thing on Halloween, your
dearest wish will be granted by
morning.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. nre urged to call
753-1916 bstweeli 5:30 p. m.
and 4 p. rt. to ammoe
delivery of t1 e newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m
creative, imaginative and
magnetic of personality but you
MUST curb any tendencies
toward obstinacy and overag-
gressiveness or you may
alienate many who could prove
invaluable allies along your
way. The law and medicine are
excellent fields for your talents
and, in the latter, you could
become an excellent
diagnostician or internist.
Students of the second grade of Mrs. Doll Redick at East Elementary School are shown at the "Tasting Party" which
climaxed a unit of study on "Food Groups and Planning Meals." The variety of food tasted included almonds, nuts, sour
cream, chocolate chips, yogurt, several fruits, raw vegetables, and homemade bread.
LAY-A-WAY NOW AT BIG K!
PLAYSKOOL —
AtKER CHAW R- -
7
9.447REG. 
It's a chair, walker,




from floor Ages 1-3
HASBRO
GI JOE ATOMIC MAN
REG. 5.44
Faster and more powerful than any man
because he's part machine! His atomic
limb simulates intricate wiring, transis-
tors and power sources that endow him
with super strength
Master builder Tinkertoy
set comes with many de-
sign elements to construct
many different toys
PEG 5.33
This new, all-family giame m3kes earn-
ing money and paying bills fun! Ages 8-
adult
BANKAmimeNio 9-9 Mon Sat
1-6 Sun.
"Treemendous" play value for pre-
schoolers 15" high tree house includes
working elevator, car, swing, fold out
steps and door, 9 furniture pieces and 5














Now youngsters can have
their own merry-go-round at
home. Rugged, durable, light
weight and portable Age 11/2
to 4
This cute, furry pony is tun
for those who are just learn-





Discover the ple'asure of candle making Set in-
cludes wax, melting pot, pot holder, 7 mold forms,
6 pellets of non-toxic coloring, braided wicking,
sandalwood scent and instruction booklet.
Bel-Air Shopping Center -- -- 753-8777
Acres of Free Parking Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved
master charge
Inviting y squeezable! 15V-4"
tall dressed in adorable ba-
by fashion. Finely styled
hair, foam-filled body , vi-
nyl hands and head.
PLAY PAL
CUDDLE DOLL
15" tall dressed in adora-
able baby fashion Finely
styled hair, foam filled
body, vinyl hands and
head
Safe, soft, indoor gliders
Three mxiels from which
to choose' Sports plane,




















































































Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m..
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:30a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m
Evening Worship 7:00p m.
West Fork
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00p. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Northside
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Poplar Springs
' Viorning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.






Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. rn.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove
Morning Worship 11:00
: Evening WorshiP 7:00 p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
, Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
, Worship 11:00a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m.
Vesper Service 5:00p. m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 11:00 a. m.





Morning Worship 1100a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:008. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m,
Preaching 11 a. m. & 6p.m.









Morning Worship 9:45 a. rn.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. rat.
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p. m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 700 p. m.
Penecostal
Almo Heights
Morning Worship 11:008 m
Evening Worship 7:30p m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. rn.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:03
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p. m
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30.p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture n • "P40 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship I-lour 10:30a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Saboath School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 930 a. m.
NO ONE SAID IT WAS
GOING TO BE
Living • Qtristian life Ia not ishinsys easy. Often we must make decisions that are painful.
Such laws iss-"Love your enemies," (Matthew 5:44) can be very difficult to follow. How.
ever, to be • good Christian we must try to be true to Quirt'. teaching.
Go. to church
it willwill awoke being a







Evening Worship 630 p.m.
University
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship , 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p.m.
Seventh 8. Poplar
Worship Service 10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 10: 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 700 p.m.
Pleasant Valley






Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.






Morning Worship 10: 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Kirksey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.




Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North PIMISant Grove









Church School 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m.







Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sun-
day, 10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10-00 a.m., 2nd 8. 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9:306.m
Sunday School 10:30 a m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service - 10:00 a.m.
Sixtdey School 1100a m.
Independence United
Sunday School 10: 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Kirksey United
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10 00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st 8. 2nd
Sunday, 11 .00 a.m. 3rd 8. 4th Sun-
day
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 8 458. 10:50 a.m.
Russels Chapel United
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 11 • 00 a m.
13osehn Methodist
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 9:30 a.m. 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 ei_rn. 1st 8.
lot-Sundays, 11:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 1000 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.m.
1st & 3rd 8. 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 1100 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, 8. 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd 8.






1st & 3rd Sunday 
79:00apmEvening
2nd 84th Sunday 11:00a.m.
NO evening Worship
1st & 3rd Sunday
yel United :warm.
2nd 84th Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Evening 




Storey'sEvening  Chapel United
:Morning Worship 1745 a.m.
10:45 a.m.Sunday School
..„ 1 ,
..41,. di • , /Psis 21eiii
Stir . ..nersitrt: Meek da y. s •













11412 8:11101181M1 RAIN Tog. Ky.
Ewing Tire Service
Tow Commie,' Tire Service C.esdor
Per Passaeger•Treck 8 Form Tires











Steak Houseu....4, Mirth 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Everyday
**rids largest and finest chain el Paocelm Noe -a,
locally owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER C141JIWN-
THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"1\4•Dore1210 Main paints pt, 753.30.0







Daily, Mon. thee Thurs.
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.--1/14. 7S3-81134
Hogs bought daily
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night




Al r Conditioning•Heatine-Ceinmerciel Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
lel Chestnut Pitons 713-1111
Rod' Auto Repair
Gomel' MN- Omer
Campism Artesealk Tfessadmies Service-
- heat Eel idigameat
Caull&M Ten• &M. WM*
We are remind specials
Fri., Sat., Sun. -T-lione Steak Special
Ne. 121h girt. 641-Cal. in Orders te 7S3--4411
&&& S. 716 - -•1& - VII 1 7i 1
ri Asnerkmo
Cain IA Treas Motor Sales
Herset-PAeteriter-GrernIlw-Jeep
Teo Duality Used Cars
Five Points Mew /53-64411
University Gulf Service
L.. D. Workman-Owner
• Tires Batteries & Accessories
Open 6 a.m.-II p m.-Closed Sunday
121 • 16th St 753.5782
• 14 40
er iii„,
beauty salon 4 $
‘ i
"Fot The Woman Who Cares-
Chestnut St 753-3147
Lassiter Auto Sales






Serving Merrily State University
1413 Olive Blvd. 713-7234
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER




Ve 4.• ntfil EN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
.:2'..114..Ati' THINK OF OURS"
."' . , i,. •  * •Nk ;
. carM 417 Coldwater Rd. 7S3-Mall/ iy vons
Murray Warehahe Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices toe Corn, Wheat S. Soybeans
Helm., lig Mr
Phone 733-11220 
t e. o....... s.in
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
4e3 Mao* Phone 7S3-1713
.
r1;11Ps






MI Sycamore . PIS•ne 753-7774
Murray Gloss Co. Inc.
Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117 Night Call 753-0235
1202 Johnson Blvd. Dan Barrow
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way."
lee So 1211. St. 7S34914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 753-7917




He Who Hs Never
Foiled Has Never Tried
di
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE a CATHY PIERRIte--asuraggs
-sibles-Recerills-Mvsk-Sersis-
-.Church Supplies-Gifts--'-
MI Chestnut St. 753-4ts
Kenlake Marina
1W. WILNAPA-MOR.
41 SOUSE *OAT RENTALS G





Eel A I f
Shopping Center 1:31)







S. 13th St 
OPEN EVENINGS TIL I 00
,S:, 111/
 Murray. Kroflt,re• familyAcres of free arliinq
Garrison Motor Sales
407 So 4th 753 6000
Murray. Ky
Kentucky rried Ckiekei
"IT'S FINGER LiCK i hi GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Seel, and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 17190
Can in Orders 753-7)01
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
-THE EXTRAOPOINARY SANK"
member FDIC
SOO Main so 17fh • Story 'Chestnut St









Serving Farm Families Since 1436
industrial Rd . 753 1914
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"SOWLING AT ITS BEST"




--a.. mama - 
Homes, Inc.
Morray,Ky. Pls. 7S3 1636
Beaten, Ky PA. 577-11321
Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
_____- Flowers for all Occasions
House Plants Landscaping









66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
14. Ms Street "hem 110-111I 
Wells Electric
Murray Auto Parts




OS Mop** SI )5.3-4414
Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West kenlv.Cky Transportation Center
..4.1Au...,......!„.„.
moms TRUCES 4th at Poplar 153-1371
., 4, Murray Upholstory Shop
.. Modetnite your furniture with new
\ i ,. L 
upholstery
A , ..,!; A Complete Car Uph.lstery C etI
lit".."'""'"4"'"'"
--
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
. Ii
BUILDING ISLOICKS • READY MIX CONCOCTS
IOW Main Serene .11•1011 753-15*401 South Ith 702.4040S
dinw b
Wayne Darnell Outboard.Marine
Your JolblVidll Meters Dealer
Sales Service-Parts
Boats & Boating Unties




/Aeirrey's Mast Complete Deoartessoed Store
Cameral Shopping Center 753 7I75
_
P !
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY.FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
industrial Read Phone 753-1314
-
.
If YOU! Trouble Is Of Long
Standing, Try Kneeling
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric r
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 20, ...... 4!: ',i
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Shoplifting A Major Problem
For Retail Merchants In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
No one said a word when a
man walked into a department
store, looked over its stereo
systems, picked up a set be
liked, and left.
"Everybody else thought
somebody told him he could
ake it," said John Hinkle, vice
president of the Kentucky Re-
ail Association, explaining
























A vtheleized Huth iyerwior Galatea
Barrett's
Service Center
639 S. 4th St
Phone 753-9868
state's growing number of
shoplifters.
The thief in that incident,
which occurred in Glasgow,
made one mistake.
"This guy came back for the
speakers, and that's when they
nailed him," Hinkle said.
Between the time he'd left
with the stereo and the time he
returned, store supervisors had
noticed that the set was miss-
ing.
Shoplifting is a major prob-
lem for Kentucky retailers, just
before school starts, and in late
November, when Christmas
shopping begins.
"They come in all kinds,"
Hinkle said. "You get the ama-
eurs, who steal on impulse.
Then you have the kleptoma-
niac, who steals from com-
pulsion. Then you have the ju-
venile gangs and the profes-
sionals."
Fifty-two per cent of shop-
lifters are juveniles, and twice
as many teenage girls are
caught stealing as boys, Hinkle
said.
Peer pressure is one reason
shoplifting has increased in re-
cent years, he said, explaining
hat one out of every -12 cus-
omers in a store will leave
with something he didn't pay
for.
"Some teenagers come in
with the intent to steal anything
Just to show they stole it,"
Hinkle said.
It's impossible to estimate
how much is taken annually by
shoplifters in Kentucky, but
$5.7 billion worth of merchan-
dise was stolen from stores in
;he US. last year, Hinkle said.
He said shoplifting is more
prevalent in urban area, but
that it is a problem in rural
areas, too.
"The situation is grave," he
said. "There's just no way to
measure shoplifting and the
consumer is the one who
loses."
That's because stores hike
prices to offset losses and to
pay f6r security measures de-
signed to stop or discourage
shoplifting.
In many eases, shoplifters
are not prosecuted even when
hey're caught, sometimes be-
cause the public would frown
on it.
"The-general public's attitude
is that it is not considered a
crime," Hinkle said.
"Say you've got one sweet
little old lady who's been com-
ing in for five years and you
know she is stealing, but you
can't catch her with enough
facts to prosecute. The time
you catch her dead to rights,
she may have a $3 wallet. And
she's a grandmother on top of
it all. She may have stolen $500
in the past, but you catch her
with a13 item and public opin-
ion is against you," he said.
In recent years, many stores
have employed security guards
and installed sophisticated elec-
tronic equipment to discourage
shoplifters. Some stores attach
electronic diodes that must be
removed from articles before
they are carried out of the store.
If they're not, an alarm is
triggered.
"All hese things cost money
and it's the same thing as the
shoplifting cost, it's passed
along to the customers," Hinkle
said. "It's the customer in Ken-
ucky who is paying the bill."
Hinkle says store owners
would rather discourage shop-
lifters Than catch them, be-
cause arresting a thief poses
several problems.
"If you see someone shop-
lifting, you are faced with the
question of your own physical
safety," he said. "And there's
Ihe problem of a civil suit if
you aren't correct."
Four million shoplifters are
caught each year, he said, and
hat means for every one that's
caught, 34 are not.
In Kentucky, it's a mis-
demeanor to be convicted of
shoplifting less than $100 worth
of merchandise. The maximum
penalty is one year In Off and
a $500 fine. If the merchandise
is worth more than $100, it's a
felony, and carries a penalty of
up to five years imprisonment.
"It's not hurting the stores
that much, because shoplifting
is pretty general," Hinkle said.
"But shoplifting is built into the
cost of merchandise, so the
shoplifter is stealing from my




Crimes Tribunal at Nurem-
berg, Germany, on Oct. 1,
1946, sentenced 12 top Nazi
leaders to death.
A letter to the voters of Murray. .
John C Neubauer -
1711 Johnson Blvd
Murray, Kentucky - 753-7531
Dear Voter
I am a candidate for the M
urray City Council. I would like 
this op-
portunity to serve on and to bri
ng to the council, an active vo
ice in
questioning proposed taxes and 
expenditures. Too often tax money,
which is actually your money, is s
pent on projects that might be 
done
less expensively or even deferred.
Many times matters arise in the City 
Council pertaining to the people
and the City of Murray in which a 
new and different outlook would 
be
beneficial. I would like to be that 
"new voice" on the City Counc
il for
the people of Murray. If you agre
e with me that a fresh and 
different
perspective on city affairs can and will
 benefit both the people and the
City of Murray, then I urge that when 
you go to the polls on N
ovember
4th, please vote for me, John C. Neu
bauer for City Council.
I would appreciate your vote Nov
ember 4th and I promise to do my
best to serve the people of Murray
 regardless of party affiliations. 
Please
take those extra few minutes on 
November 4th to cast your vote
whatever your choice, because voting is 
a great privilege - not a boring
task.
Sincerely.




- To the Murray
CITY COUNCIL
Tuesday, November 4,1975
pod by John C hloobboo,
Win a $13,000
Cadillac Seville.
That's first prize in our
national sweepstakes.
c —1975 The Sherwin-
Williams Company
Its so casy 10 ahrip at a
Sherviin-Willstre Decorating




THIS COULD REALLY CAUSE EYESTRAIN—Blake Hauge, a
senior at Murray State University, is working at a light table
on a project for one of his graphic arts clases on the cam-
pus. Hauge, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis T. Hauge of Route
6, Murray, is an industrial arts and speech Major.
(Photo by Andy Ross)
Efforts To Reduce Errors In
Food Stamp Program Working
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state's efforts to reduce errors
in the food stamp program are
working, according to C. Leslie
Dawson, secretary of the
Department for Human
Resources (DHR).
DHR's error rates are well
below the national averages for
June through December, 1974.
Quality control efforts affect
the number of clients and the
amount of federal money in-
volved in overpayments, wi-
derpayments and payments to
ineligible food stamp recipients.
Some 130,000 families in
Kentucky receive food stamps.
This group includes the 101,559
families who are receiving no
other form of public assistance.
Only non-assistance food stamp
families are undergoing quality
control.
In terms of individual cases,
the number receiving over-
payments was below the
national average of 26 per cent.
"The dollars paid to these
people went down because our
errors, on the average, were
less serious," said Dawson.
Foi-merly, 24.1 per cent of all
federal monies allocated for
Kentucky's food stamp
program were issued as
overpayments to recipients.
This has been reduced to eight
per cent.
The number of ineligible
cases dropped from 22.7 per
cent to 15. 4 per cent, compared
to the national average of 17.2
per cent. Dollars paid to
ineligible persons also
remained below the national
average of 17.5 per cent.
Dawson stressed that
ineligibility is not determined
by income alone. An ineligible
Classification can mean that
clients don't sign the proper
forms or do not register for
work and can be due to errors in
classifying family members.
Release of these figures
corresponds with an an-
nouncement by Earl S. Butz,
secretary of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, of
nationwide quality control data
for this time period. State
quality control figures for
January through June, 1975 will







Offer good with this coupon. Tuesday, Wednesday and itur
sday evening between 4:30 and 8:00
Coupon Good Nov. 4, 5, 6




A breakthrough in latex vial! paint!
It combines the features you want
most in one premium paint.
New Classic 99 froin Sherwin-Williams.
It's the best loreoc wea paint we've ever made. In fact, we thi
nk
it's the first truly premium latex wall paint on the ma
rket.
Because its the first latex wall paint that combines the fe
atures
you want most.
it covers better. It covers like no latex wall paint we've 
ever made
before (and coming from Sherwin-Williams, that's quite
 a
statement!).
Ws scrubbable. It's the most scrubbable latex wall paint w
e've
ever made. So you can use it in rooms where the walls take a
buse,
and scrub it clean time and time again.
It's so tough and long-lasting, you can use iron wood trim. Cla
ssic
99 is so tough and so long-lasting, you can not only use it i
n any
room in your house, you can even use it on wood trim.
It's available in 679 colors. Unlike most so-called premium
paints that give you a very lifnited choice of colors, Cl
assic 99 is
available in hundreds of colors.
Wegu%l.UutiS your satisfaction. With a paint this good, we know
you'll be satisfied. "This latex wall paint is the result of ex
tensive
research and testing by The Sherwin-Williams Company
. We
guarantee your satisfaction in the use of this product, or
 your
purchase price will be cheerfully refunded."
New Classic 99. Available only at Sherwin-





• °stands Scrubbog rw'
At $11.99 a gallon, it's a great value. Especially if
you can't afford to waste time and money on
cheaper paint. Classic 99 is the best-covering
latex wall paint Sherwin-Williams has ever made.
And because it's so scrubbable and long-lasting,
you paint less often.










Decorating Center is offering
a prize. A KodakTM Tele-
Instarnaticrm camera outfit.





OFFICIAL IVIES. NO filltCRASE N(CESSARY. TO ENTER: (1 I Complete this entry form
be on a plain piece of paper 3" 5", hand-pia': in plain block letters your name,
and address) and deposit in the convenient depository provided by your pertiopst.
lin Sherwin-Williams Decorating Center 121 Entries must be deposited no later
than November 30, 1975 13) One winner of the Store Prize wolf be awarded from
entries deposited at every participating Decorating Center. All winners will be
determined III random drawings by the D. L Blair Corporation. an independent
Judging organization, whole decisions are final Winners will be motif's(' by mail
One prize to a family No substitution for owes Faxes on all prizes we the sole
responsibility of winners 141 Sweepstakes open to residents of the United States
who are 18 years of age or over Employees of Sherwin-Williarns, their Advertising
Agencies, the D 1 Blair Corporation and their respective families are not eligibk
Sweepstakes otter is subpect to all applicable Federal, State and local laws arid
regulations, and is void in the States of Idaho, Maryland, Missouri and Wisconsin. MI
and wherever prohibited by Ira. DJ Notice of the Grand Prize wonkier and individual •
Store Prize winner will be posted at each participating Sherwin Williams Paull 111
Sherwin-Williams Company reserves the right to require an affidavit of compliance
store outlet no later than 90 days after the close of tins sweepstakes (6 The
with the rules and eligibility requirements of entrants
E. SOB Ell MIMI MI MR RIB NIB HMI INN IIIII Ell
%NE MAKE YOU FEEL MGM AT HOME
Ja.COOMIN/OhOby































































MAD SURGEON — What appears to be a mad surgeon on
a three-wheeled bicycle is actually a clerk at Rose's.
Workers there, as well as several other stores in Murray
were decked out in Halloween garb today.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales
Services Planned At New Providence
"Called by a New Name"
(ha. 62:2) will be the topic at
the 11:00a. m. worship period at
the New Providence Church of
Christ on Sunday.
At the evening worship Bro.
Ed Casteel, the church
minister, will speak on the
subject "Great Chapters' of the
Bible — Acts 2."
Periods of Bible Study with
classes for all ages will begin at






































Those serving during the
month of September are: For
The Lord's Supper Phil
Housden, Bobby Joe Smith,
Kim Puckett, and Tommy
Barrow; announcments will be
made by Grundy Falwell;
Bobby C. Stubblefield and
Bobby D. Osborn in charge of
the song service.
Following the evening service
tiv -"wig Adults will rnee‘
the home of Kim Puckett for a
period of fellowship.
WHAT' (>0 YOU THINK




March Of Dimes Walkathon To Be
Held Here This Siturday Morning
The March of Dimes Walkathon, post-
poned from Saturday. Oct. 18, due to bad
weather, will be held this Saturday, Nov. 1.
Starting time will be 8:30 a. m. at the
parking lot of MSU stadium. Registration
will be held between Rand 8:30. Walkers of
all ages are invited to participate in the
event which will be 15 miles long.
Sponsor forms have been in all the
schools in the county but a person wishing
to participate who does not have a sponsor
form can dill one out at registration. Any
walker under the age of 11 must be ac-
companied by an adult.
The Walkathon, which has become a
large scale project nationally for the
March of Dimes, will be the first sponsored
by the Purchase-Pennyrile Chapter in
Calloway County. Assisting with the walk
are members of the FBLA clubs at Murray
Vocational Center and Calloway County
High School. This is the state and national
service project for that group.
Along the 15-mile route, walkers will
have four checkpoints where light refresh-
ments will be served and their walk cards
will be validated to show they covered the
entire distance. Upon conclusion of the
walk, each participant will receive a




Regular worship services are
planned at the Hazel church of
Christ this Sunday, November
2.
The congregation has ex-
pressed appreciation to Ed
Casteel of the New Providence
congregation for two fine
lessons last week.
The regular minister, Don
Riley, will be preaching this
Sunday. His morning lesson will
be "Elders In Every Church"
with scripture reading from
•rsiii-i•IM. The evening lesson
will be "Bearing Our Burdens"
from Galatians 6:1-10.
I(OVVE 01.56RACED YOURSELF!
WYE OFFENDED THE s6REAT
rummire AND ME 5Plilir
OF HAU.OLIJEEN !!!
.94,SWAnr-4-40t-
Walkers are abtain sponsors who
pledge money for ch mile of the walk.
This may vary 10 cents a mile to
whatever the sposgior wishes to pledge.
Money is not coilected from spon.sors until
after the walk. -
Walkers will have until Nov. 17 to collect
their pledges and turn them in at the
Peoples Bank. After that prizes will be
awarded to the top money-raiser in three
categories: 14 years and under, a 10-speed
bicycle; 15-18 years old, 8-track tape
player with speakers; and 19 and over,
dinner for two at The Brass Lantern
Restaurant in Aurora.
In addition, all walkers will receive the
Order of the Battered Boot and any whose
pledges amount to $50 or more will receive
the chapter's new "Battered Boot" tee
shirt.
The Walk route will loop through the
MSU campus at the start and then go north
on 16th street into Calloway Co, Walkers
will return to town over Hwy 783, the
Penny Road and 11th Street. Due to the
Murray Stae home game Saturday, the
Walk will end at the Palace Restaurant
parking lot rather than the one at the
stadium as originally planned. Walkers
Will be back around two p. m.
Sunday, November 2, will be
the annual homecoming at the
Calvary Temple First Pen-
tecostal Church of God located
on U. S. Highway 641 South.
The day will begin with
Sunday School for all ages at ten
a. m., followed by morning
worship at eleven a. m. with
Rev. W. W. Pennington of
Tampa, Fla., former church
pastor, speaking. His subject
will be "Our Choice In A
Changing World" with scripture
from Joel 3:14.
A fellowship dinner will he
served at IZ:30 p. m.
by a gospel singing at two p.
in which many different groups
50 E3EIN' ONE, ON SAL I HAWKINS PAY, NOVEMBER 15r_-±-i,Si-4'L-L HAVE 7C)—S0t3!:r— SETTLE FO'ONE 0' THESE!)
Money raised in the walltathon helps
support the chapter's programs relating to
birth defects prevention. Sixty per cent of
the funds are turned over to the national
organization for research and medical
service programs. Locally, the chapter
has purchased equipment for hospitals in
the 15 county region. This includes a
bronchioftbroscope for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The chapter has also put a lot of its
resources into a chapter-wide educational
program, providing films to the Nursing
Department at MSU for use in their Ex-
pectant Parents Program and a series of
three film strips and related literature to
each high school in the chapter to sup-
plement home economics, biology or
health programs.
As soon as the new MODule series
developed by the National Foundation for
use by nurses in community hospitals
becomes available, one set will be
provided to each hospital providing ob-
stetrical care. This series will cover five
subjects relating to the first six hours of a
newborn's life and is designed to help the
nurses upgrade their skills on the job in
this extremely critical period of a baby's
life.
from the Murray area will be
singing.
The day will close with an
evangelistic rally beginning at
7-30 p. m. with Rev. W. W.
Pennington speaking on 'The
Dove and The Devil" with
scripture from Matthew 3:16-17.
Nev. Paul Wanger, pastor,
said "our goal for day As to
break all previous Sunday
School attendance records and




Rev, Phillip Bedwell, career
missionary to the Republic of
South Africa-North, and his wife
will be featured in a special
service at the Murray Church of
the Nazarene on Saturday,
November 1, at 7:30 p. m.
The church pastor, Rev.
Joseph P. McCaffry, has ex-
_tallied an invitation to the
Public to attend the services
Rev. Phillip Bedwell
which will present the issues
related to ministering in that
fast-changing society.
Rev. Bedwell has been in the
missionary service for four
years and his duties include
teacher, advisor, and
evangelist. He attended British
Isles Nazarene College and
Nazarene Theological
Seminary. Prior to being ap-
pointed for missionary service,
he served as pastor in Iowa.
During their furlough year,
the Bedwells are making their
home in Iowa. They have one






church pastor, will speak at
both worship services at eleven
a. m. and 6:45 p. m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Roger
Cooper at the piano and Miss
Judy Hughes at the organ, will
sing "Spend A Little Time With
Jesus In Prayer."
The Youth Choir will meet at
5:30 p. m. and sing in the
evening services. Choruses will
be sung with Rent -Harrison
playing tilt 'guitar.
Sunday is Building Fund Day
and the Sunday School goal is
300, said Rev. Williamson.
Roy D. Hartsfield will serve
as deacon of the week and
nursery workers will be Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Neale, Mrs. James
Owens, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Walker, and Mrs. Whayne
Whitney.
ACROSS 2 Ireland
3 On the ocean
1 Flesh 1Thals
5 Transgress 5 Sea eagle
8 Quarrel B Soaks
12 River in 7 Inhabitants
France 8 Dashes
13 F smile ruff 9 Bucket
14 Sheet of 10 Poker stake
glass 11 Golf mounds
15 Gifts 18 Brother of
17 Ceremony Jacob
18 Chairs 20 Encountered
19 Figures of 22 Mentat
speech capacity 31
21 Capuchin 24 A state
monkey (abbe) 33
23 Lair 25 Title of
21 hard-wood respect
tree 28 Ugly. old 37
27 Disordered woman -38
12 Falsifier 28 Offspring
34 Measure of 29 Tennis stroke 12
weight 313 Before 43


























Worship services will be held
at Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at nine a.
m. and at North Pleasant Grove
C. P. Church at eleven a. m. on
Sunday, November 2.
Rev. W. Edo Glover will
speak on the subject, "The
Cross of Christ Is An Offense,"
with scripture from Galatians
5:11 at both services. Davis
Henderson will be in charge of
special music at both churches.
Greeters at North Pleasant




Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 31,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 638 Est 1000 Barrows &
Gilts mostly! 00 lower ins:awes 200 lower
Sows steady I 00 lower
. isics..860.75-150.50US 1-2 200-230 lb 
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 
US 24 240-214 lbs12‘ 
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $411.2140.1111
Sows
US 1-2 270-300 lbs $13.50-44.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs • $43.50-44.50
US 1-3 450-850 lb s 844.50-45.50
US 2-3300-600lb' ....... $42.0043,00
Boston 0040.00 few st 4200













Speaks in I 45 Maiority
low, roiling 46 Lamb's pen
tone name
Cry of goat 18 Long-legged
Coarse, bird
matted hair 49 Dan sh Measure
Choice part 50 Withered
Stalemates 53 Scottish too
Unemployed 'John"
1 7 -3 4 4 4
oife
3 6 7 ;C. :
Mr.!:










































by Dr. Ralii Nall
Deer are products of the them. Once the more
land. The fertility of the soil nutritious woody plants have
and the available vegetation been destroyed due to over-
regulate the number of browsing it may take manyhealthy animals to a great ex-
tent. Just as a given block of
land will support only a cer-
tain number of cattle in a
healthy state, so will it sup-
port only a certain number of
deer. This is referred to as the
carrying capacity.
In deer, as in most all
wildlife species, the
availability of secure habitat
is the most critical factor in
the health and well-being of
the species.
White-tailed deer are
capable of rather rapid
population increases when
given good protection. Studies
at the Crab Orchard National
Wildlife Refuge in southern
Illinois showed an average
annual birth rate of almost
two fawns per adult doe in
the herd. It is known from
numerous studies that a
white-tailed deer herd is
capable of at least a 40 per-
cent annual increase. This
simply raiz= 






While natural predators are
usually absent, free-running
dogs and poaching by man are
fully capable of holding a deer
herd at low levels, par-
ticularly if these activities are
intense in the very early
stages of the population
buildup.
Under severe conditions of
overpopulation interizal
parasitism will become severe
and the deer will show signs
of severe malnutrition. They
may even suffer die-off from
disease or starvation, par-
ticularly in the northern
states.
An areas where hunting can-
not be permitted by law, as in
the Mammoth Cave National
Park, deer may be subject to
die-off from disease. In other
areas, such as the Great
Swamp National Wildlife





Even when they are numerous
deer must rely
browse for a late
supply.
Many forces operate to
reduce a deer population
when it is too high. If deer are
on a very poor diet in early
pregnancy, they may abort. If
the diet is somewhat better
but not good enough, they
may give birth to a stillborn
or extremely weak fawn, and
the mother may not be able to
produce enough milk for it..
These and other factors men-
tioned earlier will tend to
hold the population down, but
this usually does ccuV
before the range has suffered
severe damage.
A.-Altevek. temor-04sP!-14411...
move out to establish home
ranges in new areas and
thereby relieve pressure on
the original range, there is
usually a reluctance to do so.
This emigration is rarely fast
enough to prevent an over-
population.
Removal by trapping and
moving deer to a new area is
normally too expensive to
operate on a scale sufficient to
keep a population in balance.
Improvement to the habitat,
such as scattered timber har-
vest to stimulate the growth
of low-growing natural woody
browse plants, will help
However, it is only a short-
term solution, because the
population will expand to a
new high level and the
problem will then be more dif-
ficult to handle.
Artificial feeding, even if
the animals are able to utilize
the food provided, is also only
a short-term solution. Con-
trary to early publicity,
studies on chemical birth con-
trol methods have not shownpreservationist groups _promising results.prevented hunting, death by
stavation is prevalent.
Deer, unlike most small
species of wildlife, are capable
of damaging the vegetation on
their range to the extent that
it may take many years to
recover. The recovery begins
only after the herd is thinned
down by one force or another.
The new carrying capacity
may be far below the original
prior to the overpopulation.
Deer are primarily
browsers; that is they feed on
the tender twigs and leaves of
woody plants, but they eat a
great variety of foods in-
cluding acorns, mushrooms,
and farm crops. Excessive
damage to farm crops may be
the first indication of over-
population.
Damage to the woody
plants is not as easily
recognized, but is very serious
from the deer's standpoint.
Most woody plants can
withstand only about 30 per-
cent removal of the available
tender twigs and will not
recover if the percentage is
greater. Deer have certain
favorite plants in a given area
(sumac and greenbriar are
two of the favorites in this
region) and they select these
first. When these have been
cropped heavily they will
begin feeding more on others
in order of preference.
There may be an abun-
dance of low quality browse
plants, but more energy may
be required for gatherinyw
chewing, and digesting than
oh, animal Taarapciaa fr nrn
years for them to reappear in
quantity. Acorns are a







In the absence of natural
predation, harvesting of a
deer herd through carefully
regulated hunting is a logical
technique to use in keeping a
herd in balance with its
habitat. Managed hunting is
similar to a farmer marketing
a grtain number of animals
frm his pasture each year in
order to maintain the proper
balance.
Since legal bucks usually
make up only about 10 per-
cent of a deer population and
deer can increase by around
40 percent each year, it is easy
to see why either sex hunting
is essential in a population
that is at carrying capacity.
The question is often asked
"Why is the deer population
low in many parts of Ken-
tucky when a satisfactory
habitat is available and
statewide hunts are for bucks-
only?" The only logical an-
swer is that poaching by man
and harassment by dogs have
not allowed the population to
develop to a noticeable extent.
It is easy to blame dogs and
they no doubt play an im-
portant role, but in my view
poalliiing at night, which is so
subtle and unknown to most
people, is the Primary reason
















By placing an economical wont ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do.. .Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future.. .thus a chain reaction.
Link up with the largest volume





































Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens   753-0929
Need Line .. ;753-NEED





WHAT WE do best is care.
NEEDLINE, 753-4333.
ANTIQUE AUCTION. At
The Auction Barn every
Monday night at 7 p. m.
Dealers welcome to buy
or sell. Highway 45 South




Wheat you 11•1141 works, one*
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New Shape Tablets and
Hydrex Water Pills.
Holland Drugs, 109 South
4th, Murray, Ky.
Ssar_i=•=mr
6 - D AY
on installed BLOWN-IN
4-in. and 6-in. ATTIC
INSULATION
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%ors Catalog S4k1 RtPrelt111411“
LARRY LYLES
•ill give too a het 'sheet nal
753-2310




, Sears Sales 011ice
Sewage, Swig Cage.
SIGMA CHI Donut sale.
Saturday, November 1.
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5 Lost And Found
LOST 55" pickup wheel on
Van Cleave and Almo
road. Call 753-3472.
I'VE LOST MY CAT!
Brown, white, black and
red Tabby. Big female
with 4 white feet. Vacinity
of Robertson Elementary
School. Call if you can
help me, 753-7808.
LOST OR STOLEN an
heirloom diamond, white
gold ring in the vacinity of
Springer and Franklin
Hall. Reward offered.













108 North 6th Street
/53-0140
MARY KAY cosmetics
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Many in stock to choose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building now.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
12. Insurance
The sooner you coil,
the sooner * a a
you save 41.10
None 7530489 1-)m555AIKI 
Pelle 01 S1MT1e
14. Want To Buy
CANDY VENDING
machines, 15 cents. Call
492-8754.
GOOD USED wood burning
stove. Call 753-2875.
USED PIANO. Call 753-
8869 after 5 p. m.
OLD POND SCOOP that
was used with mules.
Must be in usable con-
dition. Also, old Aladdin
lamp. Call 435-4335 after 6
p. in.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy •standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles Fo. Sale
15 Articles For Sale
LIONEL TRAINS. Sales
and service. Call 753-6855
or 753-7570.
8 CLOTHING RACKS.
Sturdy one inch metal
pipe rack, 6 ft. long. Five
single racks for long
clothing; $8.00 each.
Three double racks for
shorter clothing, $10.00
each. Call 753-7853.
TWO 12" FORD plows,
myers water pump, 1/2 h.
p.26" three speed bicycle.
Air compressor and spray
gun and controls. One set
gas logs with tanks.
Littleston 7' six inch
cutter. Call 753-4539.
KODAK INSTAMATIC
M67 movie projector. For
super 8 and 8 mm movies.
Call 753-7119.
ONE MEDITERRANEAN
living room chair, one
Drexel, walnut bookcase,
headboard and matching
night stand, one Spanish
screen and ping pong
table. Call 753-8869 after 5
p. m.
BENNETI' RESPIRATOR
machine. Same as new.
Call 753-0838.
19 Farm Equipment
16 FT. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford




CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.







1971 1/2 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
ANTIQUE LIGHTENING
sailboat, no. 533, two suits
of sails. As is. $225. Call
354-6561.
1875 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power









Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Miliray,
Kentucky.
GOOD Call 753.,_ FENDER
6856 or 753-4631. 
sritXtocASTVII
case. Call 492-8332.





Mathes color console T.




guage pump shotgun and




finish. $50.00. Call 753-
5387.
REFRIGERATOR, coffee
and end tables, 3 piece
patio set, swivel rocker,
chest and electric welder.
Call 753-0154.
COUCH, CHAIR, two end
tables and coffee table.




dark blue cushions, ex-
cellent condition. 825.00
each. Call 753-9630.
USED TWIN SIZE mat-
tress and box springs.











Half price. Call 753-8036
SEARS SEWING
MACHINE, less than Vs
price. Call 753-8036.
19. Farm Equipment
PLOWS FOR sale, 314.




robar control, rice and
cain tires, 1961 2 ton
truck, 15' grain bed, both
in good condition. If in-























for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
For Sale







23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals in-
cluded. External PA jack.
Phone 753-6753.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
















1959 METRO, Wizard hair
dryer. Call 436-2259.
FENCE SALE lowest price
this year on chain link
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
at SEARS for free
estimate. Sale expires
November 5th. Call 753-
2310.
16' FLAT BE-6 utility
railer, 2 axles, electric
brakes. $500.00. Call 436-
5602.
1973 L2 x 60, two bedroom






and dryer. Call 75.3-4038.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME in
country, 10 miles from
Murray. Electric heat.
650.00 per month. Call 474-
2318.
12 1 50 AND 12 x 60 all
electric, recent model
mobile homes. Both have
central heat with air
conditioning. One, two
bedroom and one, three
bedroom. Located con-
veniently in Riviera Cts.
Call 767-4055, after 6 p. m.
Deposit required.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
About 31/2 miles out off of
94 on Roberts Road.




for 1 person. Call 753-3482
or 753-3895.
NEW 12 x 50, 2 bedroom
mobile home. All electric
central heat and air.
Large lot. 31/2 miles from
Murray. Phone 753-7381 or
753-3745 after 5 p. m.
12 x 60, ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, water
am/ wbage pickup
furnisahed. $50.00 deposit,
$125.03 per month. Call
753-Z377.
TWO BEDROOM, 8 x 40, all
electric. $50.00 per month.
Call 489-2595.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Stella Trailer Park.
Phone 753-2493 after 4:30.
30 Business Rentals
SERVICE STATION
located at the corner of U.
•S. 641 and Glendale Road,
Murray, Ky. Call 614-436-
1080









bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at




*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS c




14. Men shirts, size 15-
151/2. Call 753-5686.
BOY SCOU'T uniform, size
44414.03 -1;luderri Plastic
St Steel "'test Chair. Call
A36-2289. ..„„ ,
















(What $5,500.00 will buy)
1973, 12 x 52 Mobile Home complete with
Vinyl Underpinning. PLUS










ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
Shown by Appointment only
489-2198 after 5:00 PM
. AtkT,URATION POINT . seal,
up di', much news tVyoir-Wciet -
for now, save the kest• for loser
It 14 keep o wilt your newspri•
per . ready for reading n


























































































































































32 Apartments For Rent
EXTRA NICE one
bedroom furnished
apartment. Next to White
Hall. $105.00 per month.
Call 753-3805.
FURNISHED APART-





ment all carpet, disposal,
range, dish washer,
washer, dryer hookup.
Central heat and air,

















Ray Apartments. Next to
Fairgrounds. Call 753-3139
after 6.
TWO TOY POODLES, 3
months old. One male and
one female. $50.00 each.
Call 753-0757.
TWO BEDROOM frame
house with full size
basement. Two miles
from Murray on Lynn
Grove Highway. Call 753-
4817.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house near University. No
pets. Available now. Call
753-3942.
ON 1635 FARMER. Call
71634111811.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
11/2 bath, $125.00 per
month. Lynnwood
Heights. West Grove
Drive. Call 3284255 or 382-
2731.
TWO BEDROOM house in
Stella. Call 489-2555.
37 livestock Supplies
EIGHT PIGS for sale. Call
474-2301.
REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no.
to 15 no. Also cows, bred
and open heifers. Call 901-
247-5487. Rex Robinson
38. Pets Supplies




TWO POINTERS, 6 years
old, 3 years. Broke-
regular. Two Pointer, 1
year old, not broke. Can
be regular. Call 492-8746
or 492-8352. Billy Shipley.
BEAUTIFUL SABLE




toy Poodle puppies. Also
one AKC German













YARD SALE. All day
Saturday, November 1,
starts 8:30 a. m., 538
South 7th Street. Avon
bottles, dishes, antiques,
bicycles, clothes, fur-




beginning 9 a. m. Located
at Warehouse on South
13th at Main, behind
Boone's Laundromat.
Open weekly on Saturday.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday,





yet!!! 121 items. All the
usual bargains plus:
furniture ( two bedroom
suites, living room, hide-
a-bed, electric stove,
freezer, color TV, blue
carpet 11' x 16', old
piano), Ferguson tractor,
Chevy P-U, utlity trailer,
boom pole, P-U topper
LWB, boat, guns, and AK-
C registered Beagle
puppies. EVERYTHING
PRICED 'TO SELL or will
rade. Saturday, ONLY, 9
a m. il dark. One mile
out 121 South.
BACKYARD SALE.
Saturday November 1, 9
a. m. to 5 p. m. 306 North




bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra






payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only




Broker, 753-7116 for ap-
pointment.
CUSTOM HOMES built on





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
815 BROAD STREET is a
extra nice trick home
only 6 years old, well
landscaped, lots of shade
trees, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, den, central heat
and air, carpeted, lots of
home in today's market at
only $31,900. Moffitt
Realty Co, 206 South 12th,
753-3597.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 75340130 or call





B. B. Hook, 753-2387;
Audra Moody, 753-9036.
NEAR ALMP HEIGHTS
within view of Highway




Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call
753-3263 anytime, day,
night and holidays.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
















$20,000. Call 753-4074 or
753-1311.
THREE BEDROOM with
living room and family
room, bath and 1/2. Newly
decorated. $18,500. 312
North 12th. Will make
good investment. Call 753-
2211.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
YAMAHA 100 Enduro
Good trail bike. $150.00 or
best offer. Call 753-8631.
HONDA 160, good con-
dition, low mileage.
$300.00. Call 436-5482.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
COLLECTORS CARS. 1955
T-Bird, 3 speed w-0. D.
very rare. Both tops. New
• ires. 1957 T-Bird auto.
Both tops. With AM, FM
and ape, new radial
ires.
1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New I ires. All way above
average. Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165.
1970 EL CAMINO. Call 753-
0838.
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serie°. Call 753-0963.
1943 VW, SUNROOF, new
paint, new interior, new
battery, excellent con-
dition. Asking 225.00. Call
4924322.












119nA944ED F•ENOER5 WE CAN TAKE CARE OF,
BUT DON'T BRING HOME PARKIN& 1ICKET4.11
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CAPRI, air, AM-FM
stereo, stick shift, ex-
cellent condition. $3,200.
Call 753-0358.
1969 CHEVROLET Bel Air,
4 door sedan. Power
steering. Good gas
mileage. Call 753-7271.
1972 NOVA, make offer.
Call 753-9168
51 Services Offered














FIREBIRD FORMULA TyficIAN . Prompt ef-
400. With U. S. mags in ficient service. No job too
good condition. Call 753- mall. Call Ernest White.
7947.
1973 GRAND PRIX. Power . LAWN MOWERS repaired.
steering and brakes, tape Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
player, cruise control. and small engines, 436-
One owner, bought new in---415525-,
Paducah. Call 753-6965 
1967 DATSUN 4 door
wagon, awomalic.
$475.00. Extra nice, 1970
Chrysler Newport. Call
489-2595.
1966 FORD ECONO VAN
with rear seat, windows
on all sides, Phone 436-
2195.
1972 FORD F100 pickup.
1966 Chrvrolet pickup.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from
Burger.
FIREWOOD CUT to order
Will deliver or if you have
the wood I will cut it for
you. Call 489-2255.
ARC REGISTERED, Irish
Setter. Stud for service.
Call 437-4620.
1966 CHEVROLET pickup GENERAL BACKHOE
Call 753-3137. work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 753-5706 or 436.2306.
1974 T-BIRD, all extras.
Call after 6 p. m., 753-6020.
1973 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,




1280. 181/2' pop up. Sleeps




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east
















22 FT. FULLY SELF-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
51 Services Offered
I WILL DO babysitting in
my home, 5 der a week.









work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere Cell




Well Pumps -".- Repairs




"On* Cat Dodo h AI"
753-5674 
Paschall Plumbing & Electric
Murray, Ky. Rt. 7, Box 260B
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or






Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.




No jobs too small. Ca!!




WILL DO carpentry jobs,






























Brothers for all your 
bulldozing, bacichoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-




CAT AND ONE kitten grey
'iger striped. Desperately
needs good home. Call
753-3994.
1905- Viiswell Road. Brick, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
den, central heat and air. Two outside storage
buildings, $33,500.
Commercial building and apartment. On 121 North
at 5 points. Large building with a 4 bedroom apart-
ment. Call for details.
Large 11/2 story home on Story Ave., 11 rooms, 3
bedroom, 4 baths, den, dining room, 2 car garage,
full basement, 2 fireplaces, priced to sell.
Almost new home 1806 Sherry Lane, 1800 Sq. ft., 6
bedrooms, 3 baths, wall to wall carpet, central elec-
tric heat and air. Built-ins in kitchen, $36,000.
Beautiful home at 306 Oakdale, 14 rooms, 5
bedrooms, 31/2 baths, full basement, fireplace, wall
to wall carpets, bar, Sauna bath, central gas heat
and air, garage and carport, Call 753-7724 for ap-
pointment.
Extra nice 2 bedroom brick home at 1306 Farris
Ave. Has large bedrooms, all built-ins, drapes. Ex-
tra large family room. $29,750.
31/2 miles South on 641. Large 4 bedroom brick home
with 5 cars, brick clean up shop renting for $185 per
month. 1/2 acre lot. House has dishwasher, built-in
range, wall to wall carpet, 2 baths, full basement,
double carport. Have your own business at home or
rent the shop and have lovely home with income.
Dean-up shop and storage buildings at 9th and
Story. Building approximately 2,920 sq. ft. Lot 120 x
150. $16,500.
Cottage on Cypress Creek. Aluminum siding with
central gas heat, range, dishwasher, fireplace, car-
pet, drapes, double carport. Has part basement.
Year-round home. $27,600.
5 Acres on A. B. Landcaster Road. Nice brick
veneer home with large oak trees, 3 bedrooms,
bath, electric heat, deep well. 5 Acres all under good
fence. 16 x 40 block building with lights and water.
Also 20 x 40 metal stock barn with lights and water.
Two storage buildings. $37,500.
Nice modern home on 121 south in Fairview Acres.
Has central heat and air, 3 bedrooms, '1/2 baths,
family room, carport, drapes, all built-ins. This
home is nearly new. Built in 1975. Call for ap-
pointment to see.
702 GOODMAN. Brick 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den,
central gas heat and electric air, carpet, drapes,
fireplace, carport, built-ins in the kitchen. Only
$32,000.
Near Lynn Grove. 6 room, 2 bedroom frame house
on 11/2 acres. Possession with deed. A real buy at
$10,200.
Two duplexes each with 2 apartments consisting of 2
bedrooms, bath, carpet, utility room, central heat
and air. Each $27,500. Will sell together or
separately.
1614 Belmont is a really nice 3 bedroom brick home
with 1/2 baths, carpet and built-ins. Lot 110 x 150. A
really nice home at modest price. $27,500.
On 134 acres near the "Some Other Place" Boat
Dock on Cypress Creek, real nice 3 bedroom cottage
has living room, dining room, bath. If you are
looking for a place to have a garden and privacy.
This is for only $18,000.
40 acre wooded tract about 1/2 mile from Lake at An-
derson Creek. Good for developing or just wooded
retreat. Only $16,500.
Lovely 'rnodern home in Meadow Green Acres.
Brick Veneer with 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, Therm-
pane windows, baseboard heat, fireplace, drapes,
range, side-by-side refrigerator-freezer, carpet. On
a large wooded lot. Has cathedral ceilings. Nicely
landscaped. Call to see. $30,750.
641 South at city limits. 10 acres of prime, partly
wooded land. Ideal for subdividing.
60 acres land. 25 tendable, balance in pasture. Good
fence, new well and septic tank. Large pond. Price
Reduced.
40 Acres on Swift Road. Partly planted in beans.
Balance in woods, real nice building location, about
2 miles NW of Kirksey. Price reduced.
On 444 '4 mile east of New Concord. Nice two
bedroom brick veneer on one acre wooded lot, has
large living room with fireplace, kitchen and dining
area and garage. A good buy at $25,000. Possession
with deed.
On Loch Lornand Dr. near all schools-large 3
bedroom (large closets), living room, dining room,
family room, kitchen with built-ins, utility, 2 baths,
and a hugh (24' x 28' garage with enclosed storage
room plus permanent stairs to attic storage, also
has patio. On a large 100' x 225' lot. REBATE 2,000.
At 703 Broad St. Extended. We have a nice little two
bedroom aluminum siding house on nice lot for only
$10,995. Possession with deed.
At Panorama Shores we have real nice brick veneer
and cedar cottage, has large living room with
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, den, kitchen and dining area,
deck on nice lot, two lots from good water.
At 413 North 5th Street, pretty good frame house has
deep lot with some trees, redecorated. A good house
for the money. Price $10,000.
We have many good lots in the city, county and at the lake
ranging in prices from $350 to S16,000.
Lots in Westwood subdivision. Cell for information
on lots. We have plats and prices. City sewer will be
in in about two weeks. Yes we have many lots for
the building of duplexes.
230 South 15th Street. A 2 bedroom frame with
fireplace and gas heat. On deep lot. $21,500.
4 Bedroom brick home at 216 Woodlawn. Has 2
baths, dining room, fireplace, draperies, central
heat, basement and garage. Lot 96 x 150. $24,950.
LAKE COTTAGE. 4 rooms. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath.
Near 'Some Other Place'. A steal at $6,200.
Locust Grove Church Road at highway 121. 8 room,
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home on 1% acres, Central
heat and air, carpet, den, dining room, fireplace,
built-ins. An excellent home-an excellent buy.
$37,750.
INCOME PROPERTY. 3 units. 1 apartment has 2
bedrooms and 2 baths. 2 units have 1 bedroom and 1 _
bath. $340 income per month. Excellent return on in-
vestment. $30,500
307 S. 15th Street. Home with 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1
bath. Electric heat, window air conditioner on a
deep lot. Also has a furnished apartment in rear.
House rented for $125 and apartment for $75. Fine
property for only $21,500.
16 acres. 12 tendable has site for trailer. Good
storage building, well, pump and septic tank. 7
miles from Murray near Van Cleve.
Locust Grove Church Road. 6 room, 3 bedrooms, 1/2
bath home. Electric heat, attic and outside storage
on a huge 120 x 412 foot lot. Only $25,000.
Nice 2 bedroom frame at 403 Elm Street. Has 4
closets, carpet and newly decorated inside and out.
Ready to move into-and possession with deed. Ideal
retirement home in walking distance of town. Has
garage. Priced to sell at $13,500.
2 Bedroom, bath home on a 90 x 310 lot in Hazel. Has
2nd floor that could be furnished into a huge room or
two large bedrooms. Priced for quick sale at $5,250.
In Dexter is a real good buy in a frame, 2 bedroom
house with bath. 2 Storage buildings. City water
available. Only $8,500.
On a 2 acre lot just east of Almo is a nice 4 bedroom
brick home with basement. It has 2 baths,
draperies, carpet. Modern and built in 1972. Has 4
outbuildings and a large garden area.
503 Broad. 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, beautiful
den and fireplace, wall to wall carpets, gas heat,
drapes. 2 new outbuildings. An excellent buy
$23,500.
Lovely Colonial Home at 1304 Olive Blvd. Has 6
bedrooms, 4 baths, all built-ins, carpet, 21/2 car
garage, patio, drapes. You must see this to ap-
preciate it. Also has rental property on back of lot.
Brings in $350 per month in rentals.
1638 Olive is a nice 11/2 story brick  home  with 3 or 4
----bedrooms, family room, 21/2 baths, woe, 2-car
garage, draperies. A large well kept home for some
family.
We have one of the best home and business com-
binations listed. We have ever had, consists of a
beautiful three bedroom brick home and a large
brick store and restaurant. Well stocked, the whole
deal has to sell together. Store carries a large in-
ventory. Call us for more information.
Gatesboro home with 3-bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces, all built-ins, den and large game room.
Double garage, carpet, drapes. A lovely 
home
• reduced for quick sale. Only 
$44,000.
Need Income Property. Quality build. 11/2 year old 2
story brick apartment with 4 units near university
and shopping. All have central heat and air, carpet,
built-ins, utility rooms with washer-dryer hook-up.
All apartments have frost-free refrigerator
freezers. Fully rented. Shown by appointment only.
Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 S camore Street Member of Multiple Listings Phone 753-7714
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Guy Spann 753.2587tool D Cole 753 9/23
Jock Persoll 753-8961 Louise Bolter - 7512409
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Mrs. Jessie Shell, widow of
Richard A. Shell, died Wed-
nesday at 10.30 p.m. at the
Baptist Memorial' Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. She was a
former resident of Murray and
now resided at 1561 Arcadia,
Memphis, Tenn.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. John Davis, Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Jim Cornett,
Kalamazoo, Mich.; one son, J.
Ralph Shell, Magnolia, N. J.;
two sisters, Mrs. Willie
Bauctun, Memphis, Tenn., and
Mrs. Narune Perry, Murray;
seven grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Memphis Funeral
Home with 'flev. Tom Wilson
officiating. 11.
Graveside rites will be con-
ducted at the Murray City
Cemetery on Saturday at three
p.m. with the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home in charge of the
local arrangements.
Rev. C. A. Riggs,
Former Minister
In Murray, Dies
Rev. Charles Allen Riggs,
whose United Methodist
ministry carried him through
West Tennessee and Kentucky
for almost half a century, died
Monday at Andress Nursing
Home in Augusta, Ga.
Mr. Riggs, 88, was a Mason
and was active In youth
Ebe Lyons Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
To Be On Sunday
E'be Lyons of 2131rean Street,
Murray, died Thursday at 1:10
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 69
years of age at the time of his
unexpected death.
The deceased was employed
as a clerk at the Murray Cash
and Carry, and was a former
employee of the Murray
Wholesale Grocery Company,
Inc. He was a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Mr. Lyons was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Lucille
Walker Lyons, on October 31,
1966, and one son, Earl L. (Fat)
Lyons, on May 31, 1975. Born
September 22, 1906, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late William Lyons and
Sally Ann Worlen Lyons.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Donald (Sarah) Edwards,
1307 Vine Street, and Mrs.
Butch (Betty) Dodd, 913 North
113th Street; two sons, L. W.
(Dub) Lyons, Dexter Route
One, and Jimmy Lyons, Dixon,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Leland
Elkins, Almo; two brothers, Lee
Lyons, 210 North 13th Street,
and Bill Lyons, 413 North Fifth
Street; eight grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Sunday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John Dale officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
ftmeral home.
"programs - minister - 111-------
Mayfteld, Ky., Murray, Ky.,
and the Tennessee cities of
Bolivar, Bells, Kenton and
Stephenson Chapel.
Services will be at 10 a. m.
Saturday at Murphy Funeral
Home, Martin, Tenn., with
burial in the family cemetery.
Survivors are a son, Dr.
Charles R. Riggs of Memphis; a
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Loftiss
of Augusta; a sister, Mrs. Hollie




A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Sonny Britt and son, Russell,
age 21/2, whose home and
contents were destroyed by fire,
will be held on Friday,
November 7, from two to four p.
m. at the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
The Britt family arrived at
their home on Saturday night to
find their house and contents
near Bell City completely
destroyed. They are now
staying with Mrs. Britt's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Miller of Murray Route Two.
Mr. Britt is employed at
Murray State University. Mrs.
Britt is the former Vickie




Pace CB Radios as
low as 57995
8-Truck Stereo Player








The funeral for Mrs. Sam
(Lois Robinson) Brewer of
Kirksey is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. John Jones and
Rev. Charles Yancey officiating
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are J.
C. Brewer, Jimmy Jones,
Truman Smith, Tom Brewer,
Brent Manning, and Lubie
Parrish. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Brewer, age 83, died
Wednesday at the Westview
Nursing Home. Her husband,
Sam, died February 28, 1970.
She was a member of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Hal Smith and Mrs.
Harvey Story of Kirksey ; one
brother, Talmage Robinson,
Camden, Tenn.; one grandson,
Billy Smith; three grand-
daughters, Mrs. Betty Stoll,
Mrs. Jo Nell Brubb, and Mrs.




Regular worship services will
be held at the First
Presbyterian Church on Sun-
day, November 2, at 10:45 a. m.
with the pastor, Rev. Chuck
Moffett, speaking on the sub-
ject, "The Parable of An
Obituary" with scripture from
Malachi 2:1-10 and Matthew
25:31-40.
Acolytes will be Becky Hough
and Jan Dyer. Ushers will be
Kim Wolf, Hughie Lawson, Bill
Robertson, and dell Peterson.
Church School will be at 9:30
a. m. with the nursery open for
the services.
Tonight 1Friday the
Senior High Area 1 Lock-In
Retreat will be held at the
church.
HANDICAPPED SWIMMING CERTIFICATION — June Nicholson (left), formerly of Hopkin-
sville, a senior physical education major at Murray State University, is awarded her Han-
dicapped Swimming Instructor authorization by Jean Blankenship, executive director of the
American Red Cross in Murray. Mrs. Nicholson is the only instructor in Calloway County cer-
tified to teach swimming to handicapped children and adults. She is also a Water Safety In-
structor and has completed most of the requirements to become an Instructor-Trainer.
'Family Life Institute'
Slated At First Baptist
A two-day "Family Life In-
stitute" will be held at the First
Baptist Church, Murray, this
weekend under the leadership
of Dr. R. Lofton Hudson,
founder of the Midwest
Christian Counseling Center in
Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. Hudson, former pastor of
the Wornall Road Baptist
Church tn. KB41441$ City., will
conduct nine sessions dealing
with the Christian home Sunday
and Monday, November 2 and 3.




Dick Thomas, owner of the
Brass Lantern Restaurant in
Aurora, has been elected to
second term as president of
Aurora Funland, a tourist
promotion organization.
Perry Lewis was reelected
vice-president of the
organization and Chuck
Blanchard Sr. was named
secretary-treasurer.
Members of Aurora Funland
also elected directors during
their meeting; they included
Dick Thomas, Chuck Blanchard
Sr. and Chuck Blanchard Jr.
Aurora Funland met in the
Brass Lantern.
Along with electing officers
the organization talked about
advertising and promotions for
the coming year.
According to the Aurora
Funland president Dick
Thomas, the organization will
check into the possibility of
placing an ad in one of the
tourist promotion booklets
published for this area.
Aurora Funland may also
update the brochure the
organization publishes. We
want to update it with the idea
that Aurora ought to be
promoted as an area," Thomas
said.
Aurora Funland will meet
again on Nov. 10.
Douglas Civic Club
Plans Monday Meet
The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
Monday, November 3, at 7:30 p.
m. at the Community Center on
North Second Street.
Members and interested
citizens are urged to attend,
according to Rev. C. E. Tim-
berlake, president.
PLEASE NOTE
Effective Monday, November 3 we will change
closing time from 6:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
- -- Closed Sunday
ASTRO CAR WASH
speak to the men of the church
at a breakfast in the fellowship
hall. His topic will be, "Can a
Man Still Be a Man?" At 9:30 a.
m., he will speak to the young
adults and the Adult I depart-
Dr. R. Lofton Hudson
ment on "The First Years Are
the Hardest."
Dr. Hudson, who has con-
tributed 14 books and more than
400 articles in the field of
religion, pastoral psychology
and family counseling, also will
speak at the 10:45 a. m worship
service on the topic, When Is A
Home Christian'"
At 6 p. m. Sunday, he will
speak to senior high students in
the church parlor on "How to
Get Along With Your Parents,"
followed by the evening worship
service at 7 p. m. when he will
speak on "How to Fight Fair in
the Family."
Monday, Dr. Hudson, who
conducts family life con-
ferences throughout the United
States by invitation, will speak
on "The Best Is Yet to Be" at a
coffee hour for senior adults in
the fellowship hall at 10 a m At
12 noon, he will speak on The
Changing Role of the Modern
Woman" at a ladies luncheon
in the fellowship hall.
Monday evening, he will
speak to the students at the
Baptlit -Stiident Ceiffer at
Murray State University,
beginning at 6:30 p. m., and at
7:30p. m. will speak to the Adult
II and III departments on -The
Dangerous Years: Problems of
the Middle-Age Marriage."
Dr. Hudson, who also has
pastored churches in Tennessee
and Oklahoma for 18 years
before founding the Midwest
Christian Counseling Center of
which he is the director,
received his undergraduate and
doctoral degrees from George
Peabody College in Nashville.
His master's degree was earned
at Vanderbilt University, and
he also holds a bachelor's of
theology degree from 'he
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville
In 1956, he was honored by
Life magazine as an out-
standing pastor-counselor, and
in 1971 was named recipiedt of a
Distinguished Alumnus Award
from Peabody College.
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
Temple 11111 .1 "Age No. 276, F.
4g A. M., will meet Sunday,
November I, at 7:00 p. m at the
Lodge Hall.
Work will be in the Entered
Apprentice degree All Masoks
are Invited, a lodge spokesman
said
W.4"soamenkee.
Prices of dock of loceinterest at noon
EDI. today, furnished to the Ledger &
'Tunes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, area- follows:
U.S. Homes 44 4
Kaufman & Broad 64 unc
Ponderosa Systems  10 unc
Kimberly Clark 34L
Union Carbide  584 unc
W.R. Grace 
Texaco 24,4 4
General Elec. 474 4
GAF Corp. 104 unc
Georgia Pacific 424,4 unc





Prices J ietcrALS of locrest at noon
tridAN furnished to Vie Ledger & Tunes by
Scrnon a. are as follows:
Airco 17% unc
Amer Motors  unc
Ashland Oil 191, -4
A.T. & T.   49,4 -4
Boise Cascade 224 -4
Ford 404 unc
Gen Motors 54% -4
Gen. Tire 16% -4
Goodrich 16,4 -4













The 19th annual "Telethon of
Stars" will be broadcast this
Saturday and Sunday over
WPSD-TV, Channel 6, in
Paducah. All proceeds of the
telethon go to the West Ken-
tucky Easter Seal Center for
Crippled Children.
Headlining this year's show,
which begins at 10 p. m.
Saturday and continues until 1
p. m. Sunday, will be Atte
Johnson, Jody Miller, Jeanne
Trevor, Bob Lumen, Stan Gunn,
Don Cross, Stan Hitchcock,
Dorothy Olsen and many




have been collecting funds to be
donated to the telethon.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3
down 0.5. Below dam 306.5 down
2.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0
down 0.3. Below dam 317.1 down
0.5.
Sunset 5:02. Sunrise 6:19.






Quartet will be the featured
group of singers at a special
lerViCe of dedication of the new
facilities recently completed at
the Blood River Baptist Church
at Hamlin on Sunday,
November 2, from two to four p.
m.
Members of the quartet in-
clude Marston Holland,
baritone, Carrot Lea, lead,
Norma Rae, Piano, Clark
Brown, bass guitar, and
Richard Vaughn, first tenor.
The services will include
audience participation in the
singing and dedication of the
addition of the building at the
church located on Highway 444
at Hamlin, approximately six
miles east of New Concord.
Rev. Richard West is church
pastor and Rev. Leon Harp, Sr.,
is guest music director. The
church is affiliated with the
Blood River Baptist
Association, Kentucky, Ken-
tucky Baptist Convention, and






for the Louisville Courier-
Journal, Dave Kindred, will
speak at an open meeting of the
Society of Professional Jour-
nalists, Sigma Delta Chi, at
Murray State University_ on
Monday, Ntv, 3.
The 7 p. fir."ikent, wfiiat is
open to the public, will be the
first of a series sponsored by the
MS17 chapter of the journalistic
society. It will be conducted in
the Harry Waterfield Student
Union Building in Meeting
Room 4.
Kindred, a 34-year-old native
of Atlanta, Ill., attended Illinois
Wesleyan University before
moving to The Courier-Journal
in 1966. He was promoted to
sports editor of the Louisville
Times on -Jan, 1, 1969, and
serveflIfi that capacity for two
years.
The popular columnist moved
to The Courier-Journal St Times
bureau in Washington, D. C. for
a year, then returned to
Louisville as sports editor of
The Courier Journal in 1973.
During his first year as sports
editor with the Times, Kindred
won a National Headliners
award for the "best local in-
terest column" in the nation. In
addition he has been named
Kentucky Sportswriter of the
Year three different times.
"Kindred's address should be
of particular interest to
members of the media, jour-
nalism students of all ages, and
the general public whose at-
tention he has captured for
years," said Steve W. Givens,
SPJ, SDX president from
Mayfield.
"Kindred has indicated he
wants to field questions from
the audience concerning his
occupation or difficulties he's
encountered," Givens added,
"so those attending are urged to
participate hit the closing
question-answer period."
Dr. Carl Denbow, MSU
journalism professor is the SPJ.
SDX chapter adviser, while
Rick Orr, Murray, and Brenda
Derryberry, Ballwin, Mo.,





The Iota Beta Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota and the
Gamma Delta chapter of Phi
Mu Alpha will present an "All
American" concert on Tuesday,
November 4. This is an annual
event co-sponsored by the two
music fraternities. The concert
features choral music written
by American composers.
Members of SAI will sing
several numbers including a
Kentucky folk tune, a spiritual
and contemporary works. New
England Sea Chanteys and a
medley of patriotic tunes are
among the compositions which
Phi Mu Alpha will sing. Con-
cluding the program will be
"Southern Comfort" and
"Testament of an American"
sung by a combined chorus of
both chapters.
Barbara Burks, a senior from
Hopkinsville, and Gary Whitis,
a senior from Covington are the
concert directors.
The concert is free and will
begin at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex on the Murray State
campus. Please join in
celebrating America's
Bicentennial by Your at-





The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hold worship services at eleven
a. m. on Sunday, November 2,
with the pastor, Rev. A. H.
McLeod, Jr., as speaker.
Rev. Ed L. Crump, Jr., Paris
District Superintendent, will
preach at seven p. m. followed
by the Charge Conference for
the South Pleasant Grove-
Story's Chapel extended
ministry.
The Choir and Junior UMYF
will meet at six p. m. Sunday.
Drug Council Will
Hear Fred Neff
The Calloway County Council
on Drug Education will meet on
Tuesday, November 4, at 7:00
p.m. at Calloway County High
School on College Farm Road.
Fred Neff will continue his
program series. This month's
discussion will be dependency
and tolerance as related to drug
use and abuse.
Ruth Daughaday, secretary
for the council, wishes to ex-
press apologies to anyone who
came to the October meeting
and waited in the wrong room.
The, council was not aware that





Knit Blouse S12, Velour Pullover S18, Print Blouse S18,
Fur Blend Sweater $20, Shirt $7 7, Stocks $78 and $20






BANKAMERICARD The Store For Men
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 104; Fri. 10-9; Sat. 10r6
Bel-Air Shopping Center
--my
master charge
a
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